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PROUD CEMENT WORKERS

Senate Votes For It

Accepts the Committee’s
Favorable Report On the
Given Full Credit For Year’s Non-Accident
Sales Tax 19 To 13
A
House-approved $11,000,000
2-percent sales tax bill passed its
first Senate test Tuesday, winning
acceptance ol a favorable commit,
tee report. The roll call vote was
IB to 13.
The House passed the bill to be
engrossed—one step short of en
actment—last Friday by a 79-45
vote. No important amendments
were adopted by the House.
Tuesday’s Senate action—which
followed an hour of debate, upset
predictions that the bill lacked
sufficient Senate strength for ac
ceptance.
Several Senaors de
clared. however, that they voted
for the bill only to keep it alive
for possible amendment.
They
expressed opposition to some of
the exemptions in the bill.

Record At Last Night’s Banquet

Case Was Continued
Edwin Lofman Arraigned In
Belfast Court For
Drunken Driving
Edwin Lofman of Rockland was
arraigned in Belfast Municipal
Court Monday on charge of oper
ating a motor vehicle while under
the influence of intoxicating li
quor. At the request of defense at
torney Christopher Roberts ot
Rockland, the case was continued
for a week and the respondent was
released on his personal recogni
zance.
Lofman’s arraignment was the
aftermath of an accident Sunday
night on Route 1, when a car po
lice said was operated by Lofman i
collided with a parked car.
Considerable property damage
resulted but there was no persona)
•
Injuries, police reported.
i
Furniture wax applied to the
slats of Venetian blinds will pro
tect the surface and make them I
i
easier to dust.

President Ackerman of Lawrence Portland Cement Company receives
a letter of commendation from Gov. Frederick G, Payne in recognition
of the company's line safety record at the Thomaston plant from Commissioner of Labor Marion Martin.
(By Frank A. Winslow)
The annual banquet given by the
Lawrence Portland Cement Company to its employes, took place

injury—yes we have proved too
that we can go 24 successive months
without an accident for on March
23. 1951 we established that record
and our next objective is 1000 con
secutive days without an accident
so we can join the $1000 day club.
”1 offer my sincerest congratula Cars Operated By Edwin
Gott and John Moody
tions to you all for the splendid
record you have already made and
In the Mix-Up
as I said at the outset you have
An estimated i500 damage wa,
made me proud of you
Have you ever stopped to thinkdone
car' »'hich were in co1"
what such a record means? Il
011 Camden street opposite
means that each and every man th« Tolman bus garage Wednesday
has participated in a team effort: afternoon. Police explained that
for the everlasting good of his fel- Edwin w Gott of 126 Park street
low workers. Did you ever realize, Rockland was attempting to make
that no man ever accomplished a U turn 'hrough the bus garage
anything by himself. I know it to nd was swinging around in Cambe a fact and I’m not ashamed to *n trfet when he was in collistand before you tonight and adwith a tar “grated by John
mit it
| Moody of 43'i Pearl street, Cam-
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Knox Industries Seeks New Industry
Camden Street Crash Financial Group Which Built the Van Baalen
Plant Has Given Chamber Of Commerce
Go Ahead Signal To Seek New Firm

‘T*ve heard people say that a 'i<n
big company like ours is a lifeless Patrolman Harlan Linscott orentity that it is without conscience dered
t0 appear in Municipal
I don’t agree with that philosophy Court
answer to carges of faiiI believe that by your record you
«*e right of way to an onhave disproved such a theory. I (ommg oarthink our company has an intan- “ana bee Moody, four months
gible spirit which pervades its old ohild, was shaken up in the
mills and offices and that spirit collision as she rode with her parcomes from the people throughout <nts- P°lice soo
the entire organization. I promise The cars came to rest side by
you all that as long as I am Pres- 'id«
‘he western side of the
ident of this fine organization i, highway. Damage to the right
will give the very best in me to the ldo of the Gott iar amounted w
company so that its fine record^250 and a like amount to the left
may be continued and its high side of the Moody vehicle.
ideals and traditions upheld."
The audience stood as Miss can be completely devoted to a pro
Martin was introduced and list- gram of safe work procedues, can
ened with keenest attention to her J d° everything in their power to
excellent address. She said in part: prevent accidents, but without the
....
co-operation of management to
The Lawrence Portland Cement provide the proper safeguards and
Company and its employes are de-|aiiow the proper time for the opstrving of the highest praise and erations.there still will be accidents
heartiest congratulations for a re-!iue t0 machine or material failure,
markable safety record—ta year’s when a record such as yours is
full time employment without a I written, therefore, one need not
lost
time accident. Such
an ", visit your plant to realize that here
achievement as this can be ac- j j.s a team working together on a
counted for in only one way, and fjne and intelligent program. If
that is that both management and | all plant managers and unions saw
labor have co-operated on the ob-!the value to be gained by dropping
jective of saving lives and limbs. j their traditional antagonisms, we
It is a well-known fact that neither would go a long way in our objec
oy themselves can do it alone tive of eliminating the loss, hardManagement can guard all ma-1 ship and heartache caused by
chinery to the hilt, install all seedless accidents,
known safety devices, initiate a a good safety record profits both
grist of safety rules and yet, there (employer and employe. It profits
will be accidents unless there is the employer because it cuts down
co-operation on the part of the hts insurance premium, cuts down
workers, as there will be accidents the loss in production due to acdue to unsafe acts.
cident, as all of you know, the
On the other hand, the workers
Continued on Pace Three

The directors of Knox Industries
recently me, and voted to actively
c.pport he effort.- of the Rockland
Chamber of Commerce in obtaining
new industry for the city.
The organization, which wa
termen originally to finance the
building now occupied by Van
Eaalen-Heilbrun Company, with
in the pas: year old the property
to tile tenants anv. has funds with
which to start construction once
again.
Headed by department store ex
ecutive Kennedy Crane, the Corp,
now has some $32,000 in assets
which could be used for financing
new industrial building construc
tion.
The Chamber of Commerce is
actively seeking new industry. Two
prospects have been interviewed
with their representatives visiting
the city.

Officials of a third firm were in
the city Wednesday and were in
terviewed and taken about the
city for several hours by Chambei
officials.
Directors of Knox Industries
having $32,000 on hand, believe, it
is reported, that this figure could
be raised to $60,000 at least, if in
dustry was ready to locate here.
The Chamber of Commerce, in
its capacity as salesman for Knox
Industries, is working closely wltn
the Maine Development Coramision and others actively engaged in
the pursuit of new Industrie for
Maine.
Dux ctors of Knox Industrie.- are
Morris B. Perry, Cleo W Hopkins
Isidor Gordon, Charles H (Berry,
Ralph P. Conant, Allan F McAlary
Kennedy Crane, Albert C. McLoon
William Talbot. Herman M Hart
is clerk and treasurer ol the group

In Municipal Court

Union Class Parts

Gerald H. Lufkin of Mechanic
street, Rockland, was found guilty
of driving so as to endanger life
by the court Wednesday. A fine of
$10 and costs of $2 70 was levied
by the court.
The charges, brought by State
Trooper Foley, arose from an acci.
dent at the Rockland-Owl's Head
line about 9.30 p m. April 16, when
a car operated by Lufkin crashed
a highway culvert and tree. The
crash demolished the 1930 Ford he
was operating and injured Miss
Beverly Grant, a passenger in the
vehicle.

Miss Sylvia Farris Named
Valedictorian Of Class Ot
’51 At Union High

Honor parts for the Class of 1951
have been announced at Union
High School by Principal Win
fred Kenoyer.
Valedictorian of the class is Miss
Sylvia Parris. Salutatorian of the
graduates will be Miss Carleen
Hanson.
First honors were accorded Miss
,
„ ...
,
, . ,
Elaine Robbins and second honbr.to Esten Peabody.
Other members of the class, all
presently on the annual Senior
H. P. Blodgett of Rockland was trip to New York, are Annie
awarded a 50-year membership Moore. Donald Cramer, Walter
pin Tuesday night by the Rising I Lind, Duane
Rowell, Ronellow
Sun Lodge of Masons in Orland. Moore, Bliss Fuller, Jr., Faye AusThe Lodge was the one in which tin, Henry Waters and Dwight
he was first associated with Ma Howard.
sonry. Making the trip for the cer
emony at which Mr. Blodgett was
guest of honor were Robert W
____
Hudson. Edward R .Veazie and
First Valedictorians Named
George Bernier.

located in our State. I. personally,
have enjoyed very pleasant rela
tions with the officials of your
Maine plant, who have been most
co-operative on all matters of mu
in the vestry of the Universalist tual concern.
Church last night, and took the
"Please accept my best wishes for
form of a re-dedication of the a most enjoyable evening and a
Safety Trophy, in the course of continuation of your splendid
| which the 185 operatives in attcnd- safety record. You may be sure
1 ance heard words of unlimited my thoughts are with you all this
i praise from President James W. evening, even though my schedule
Ackerman and other speakers.
precludes my being with you."
The program was climaxed by
The menu provided by the Uni
the address of Miss Marion E
versalist Lad es' Circle, and expedi.
Martin, Maine's Commissioner of
ticusly served by an active corps
Labor and Industry, who complete
OF THF PENOBSCOT
of waiters, met with the full ap
ly won the hearts of her listeners
proval of the guests, who dined on
with the fine tribute she paid to
Onion soup with Parmesan cheese,
the LawTence Cement Company lobster a la newburg, celery, olives,
and its gallant crew.
prime roast of beef, baked pota
Heartening also was the message toes, green peas, rolls, ice cream
of congratulation which President and cakes and coffee.
Ackerman received from Gov.
At each plate was a box of candy,
' Frederick G. Payne, which fola cigar and package of egarets.
i lows:
The centerpiece for the head table
’ “I regret not being able to be
was a boquet of carnations and
present
thus
evening
to
personally
JOHN MMIARlMs
forsythia. behind which sat Miss
commend you and the personnel
Martin, the honor guest to whose
i of the Thomaston plant for the
personal attractiveness a beautiful
outstanding safety record achieved
orchid lent its charm.
for
1950.
BRAND NEW
Presiding over the post-prandial
“You certainly have reason to
exercises in the capacity of master
celebrate
the
completion
of
an
en

FOURTH EDITION
df ceremonies, was the Cement
tire year's work without a single
Over 200 Pages.
Company's genial public relations
lost time accident. This is a rec
Some 300 Steamboat Pictures.
official, Paul Tomlinson, who
ord to be proud of and one that
adroitly introduced the speaker.
Authentic—Readable.
could only be achieved by the 100
President Ackerman presented
co-operation of employer and em
$7.00
the company’s greetings.
ployes, in taking every precaution
'This is a very happy occasion
Postage prepaid or
at all times to eliminate accidents.
for me— and at the outset I want
"The State of Maine is proud
will be sent C. O. D.
o say that I’m proud—very proud
to have a concern of your type
indeed of every member of our
John
Richardson
company who has helped to make
PHONES 1044 or 770
WANTED
this celebration possible.
Available Courier-Gazette Office
"The PCO trophy which we are
Lawn
Mowers
To
Sharpen,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
to rededicate tonight is awarded on
Oil
and
Adjust
E'arnsworth Museum Director Wendell F. Hadlock displays a specimen of the carrier pigeon which
28-tf
a calendar year basts. We have became extinct nearly four decades ago. The bird is one of an extensive collection presented to the museum
J. H. PETTEE
proved that we can complete a by Mrs. Albert Havener of Rockland.
10 ROBINSON ST.
ROCKLAND
43*48 calendar year without a disabling
The Farnsworth Museum has one tion which the museum acquired 1813 as numbering 1,115.136.000
of the few specimens of the long the past year. He feels too that Such a flight, he estimated, would
there may be other rare specimens have consumed 8,172,000 bushels ol
extinct passenger pigeon in existin the collection which will be food daily.
ance. It was discovered this week discovered as the process 01 cata
Throughout the 19th century
in the Havener bird and anuna loguing moves ahead.
the birds were slaughtered by game
collection by Director Hadlock.
The collection was a gift trom hunters
by the millions ano
The passenger pigeons which Mrs. Albert Havener of Rockland shipped to market where they de
once were estimated to have num and was presented to the museum manded a fancy price. The heavyin memory of the late Albert R inroads made on the once vast
bered over a billion In one flight by
Havener. Much use has been made flocks by the commercial hunters
AT THE
Audubon, disappeared from the of the excellent collection since it depleted the flocks until by the
face of the earth as a living crea was first moved to the museum in opening of this century what re
ture in 1914. That year, the last June of 1950. School children and mained of them were prized poknown member of the clan died at adults alike have used it in sev sessions of zoos.
FOR
the Cincinnati Zoo.
eral projects concerned with wild
The specimen
discovered by
Hadlock, trained especially in life.
Hadlock is a female of the species
bird lore over the years in his The pigeons, according to John and although its once brilliant
As of May First J. Lionel DuBarrv, Gifted Artist of the
past duties, spotted the splendid James Audubon, traveled in huge plumage is faded slightly with the
Piano and Solo Vex will provide
specimen when starting the cat flocks. His records show that he years is still an outstanding speci
aloguing of the extensive collec estimated one flight of the birds in men.
LUNCHEON AND DINNER MUSIC

STEAMBOAT I OKI

*S.M par j«*z
W-M tfx month.

Museum Has Rare Bird Specimen

M.

Dine with
New Pleasure
BAY VIEW HOTEL

THE BLACK CAT
By the Roving Reporter
Somebody was either careless or
indifferent to the lure of cash back
in the 80'.- Proved by the finding
of an unendorsed uncashed meek
drawn on the Georges National
Ear.k. Dec. 18 1889 It was in tne
cum of $81 made payable to Don
ald M I> nald and signed by Al
bert Spear----- (last name not dis
tinguishable.!
The check was
found in the Glover lumberyard.
—o—
Rock'and p ople who read a
Yonkers, N. Y despatch stating
that Wayzoff had w in the $5000
pac? at the opening of the harness
rateaaon, weren't greatly exc fed. B it - f e man was, to wit.
Jack King ley for he trained Wayzoff as a celt Was sorry he
couldn't be in Yonkers,

Mr. Owen D Evans of 107 West
Ridley avenue. Ridley Park, Penn.
writes:
Th s is in answer to the query
about “Nrocemus "
My faiher and mother often sang
it. but their wording was slightly
different.
Nieodemus the slave was of African
birth
And wa bou lit with a bagful of
gold.
He wa- reckoned as part of the
salt of the earth
And he died years ago, very old.
Twas his last sad request
As they laid him to rest
In the trunk of an old hollow tree
"YVake me up" he did say
'In the dawn of the day
'Wake me up for the great Jubilee!"
I regret that The Courier-Ga
zette is unable to print the last
ver e. which Mrs Evans had set

uiusic.
Fred Lewis of Warren street Is
afraid nobody will believe his
, ,
,
story but its gospel, he says. Its
3
ebeut his tiger cat, a knowing
feline, which was shown a large
newspaper picture of Gen MacArthur. "I like that man," said.
Mr. Lewis. The cat looked at him
knowingly, jumped up from its position on the floor, advanced to the
MacArthur picture, and. yes sir.
actually kissed it. "Fact," says Mr.
Lewis.

Appleton Honors

When Capt. John G. now ww
called to Monhegan Tuesday tc

In
Historv Of
North
in nisiory
ui the
ine muiui
County High School

*gu craft
^eurprise
of 10 Searsport
Ufe {Or lt he got tl“

Appleton High School has broken tradition this year in the
awarding of the valedictory in the
graduating class. Principal Ernest
W Ratten has named students who
will be awarded class parts for the
first time in the history of the
school.
The first valedictory honors to
be awarded by the school will be
shared by Miss Jean Fish and
Miss Alice Miller. Both attained
an average rank of 93.18 for their
four year course.
Miss Ruth Gibbs has been awarded the salutatory. She held an average rank of 91.97 for her high
school years.

what h*

was » ror_

the EdUon Mariner, which was
built by the New England Shipbuilding Company in Portland un
der the name of Wilfred E. Bellevue. She was laden with potash
Capt. Snow also piloted the Lit>erty ship Frank E. Spencer frtxn
Monhegan to Searsport. The Spencer carried phosphate rock from
Tampa.
Monday, April 23, at the Soil Conservation District office.
Post
Office Building. Waldoboro. It is
expected that most farmers will
receive ballots by mail so that they
can vote by mail. However, farmers
not receiving a mail ballot can
vote at the Waldoboro office ol
the district supervisors on April
23.

Elect Next Monday
Knox and Lincoln Farmers
Will Vote For District
Supervisors

It is being urged that all farmers
use their ballot to elect the three
supervisors who will manage the
affairs of the Knox-Lincoln Soil
Conservation District for the next
three years.

Farmers throughout Knox and
Lincoln Counties are being mailed A steel carpenter’s square which
ballots to elect three fanners to has become rusty from use in wet
serve as Soil Conservation District weather can be cleaned by rubbing
supervisors of the Knox-Lincoln it with dry cement.
Soil
Conservation District for
three year terms.
Included on the ballot are George
Birkett, Nobleboro; Leroy Brown
Nobleboro; Schuyler Hawes, Union;
Several exceptional offerings,
and James Wentworth, Hope, and all with modern convenience*,
farmers are being instructed to
down by the sea. Call
vote for three. According to George
P Findlen, Chairman of the State
6oil Conservation Commi'tee, whe
is conducting the election, the su
THOMASTON 165-5
pervisors whose terms expire are
P.
O„ PLEASANT POINT,
Leroy Brown and Schuyler Hawes
KNOX COUNTY, MAINE
and Henry Kontio.
47*48
The voting date and place is

SUMMER RENTALS

A. R. CARLE

DuBARRY IS BACK!

It is with genuine pride that Mr. Zafiriou presents this
tine attraction.

STEAK—LOBSTER—SHORE DINNERS—LUNCHEONS
The Bay View Presents Quality Food for Your Eating Pleasure
NIGHTLY BAY VIEW ATTRACTION

RUMMAGE
SALE
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

THE ARROW HEAD BOYS
In Novelty Song and Dance Routine. Nightly until Midnight.
47*50

SATURDAY, APRIL 21
9.30 TO 12 NOON

RUMMAGE
SALE

SATURDAY. APRIL 21
9.00 O'CLOCK

Rockland Masonic Temple
Benefit South Thomaston
Star-Masonic Club
46-47

RUMMAGE
SALE

SATURDAY. APRIL 21

WAIT AND PLAN FOR THE
ROCKLANO LIONS CLUB

ANNUAL MINSTREL SHOW
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

OPENING AT 9 O'CLOCK

MAY 7 and 8

G. A. R. HALL
Auspices Junior Women's Club
46-47

ADI'LTS $1.00

CHILDREN AND STUDENTS 50e
47*49

X
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Climax In July

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

Detroit Kicking Up Its Heels
In Honor Of 250th
Birthday
Detroit's 250th Birthday Festival,
a year-long celebration oi city's
founding by Antoine de la Mothe
Cadillac, is well on the way to its
climax during the week of July
22-29. Events of national and in
ternational importance will be of
interest to people from all parts of
the country. Four nations—France,
Britain, Canada and the United
States—will take part in the cere
monies, marking the friendship that
has long existed between these
countries.
Two huge International Folk Fes
tivals will be presented July 23 and
25 They will feature the music,
dances, costumes and songs of the
nationality groups that have mi
grated to Detroit during the 250
years of its existence. It will pro
vide living proof of ways in which
peoples of diverse creeds and na
tional or racial backgrounds can
live together peacefully. The Fes
tivals will also show the cultural
wealth the immigrants have brought
to this country.
Other events of national import
ance to take place in Detroit dur- ,
ing 1951 are varied to say the least.
For example, the sports program in
Detroit will be the largest ever pre
sented in one American city. Among
the events scheduled are the an
nual All-Star Game in Briggs Sta
dium, the USGA National Open
Golf Tournament at Plum Hollow,
the national finals of the American
Legion Baseball Tournament in
Briggs Stadium, and the American
Softball Association Championships
Finally, there will be a tremend
ous Cavalcade Parade July 28. It
will be a departure from the usual
festive parade, in that it will tell,
by means of tableaux and record
ings on the floats, the story of De
troit's development from wilderness
fort to present-day metropolis.

State Legislature
A bill requiring examination of
operators of school buses carrying
10 or more students was rejected
Tuesday by the House of Repre
sentatives.
Principal objections
voiced in debate were to a clause
requiring those operators to be 21
years old or over.
It also called for annual certifi
cation of physical fitness to drive,
and for tests of driving ability.
The House debated for 45 minutes
on a bill ending the blanket prop
erty tax exemption of veterans 62
years old or over. Then it retabled
the bill. Perry of Chelsea, sponsor
of the bill, moved acceptance of a
majority favorable report of the
Taxation Committee. He said the
' bill provided for exemptions for dis
abled veterans or persons too old
or infirm to pay.
The present exemption of $3,54X3
of property valuation for all elderly
veterans, he said, is too heavy a
load for many towns to bear. McGlauflin of Portland, said it was
“one of the worst bills I have ever
seen since I became a member, and
that's a long time." He said it
broke faith with the veterans, who
were given the exemption in grati
tude for their services to the na-

How did
You
find it?

[EDITORIAL]
MORE OF THE SAME
Lots of folks have been saying unkind things about the
sort of weather we have been experiencing since Spring made
its advent, but according to the U. S. Weather Bureau in
Washington it will get no better soon. The U. S. W. B. pre
dicts that the next 30 days will be cooler and rainier than
usual throughout most of the United States east of the
Rocky Mountains. The bureau issued a 30-day forecast for
the period from mid-April to mid-May anticipating aboveaverage temperature along the West Coast, with less than
normal rainfall in the Northwest. The forecast called for
“temperatures averaging below seasonal normals over a large
area extending from the northern and central plains to the
South Atlantic States.”

LOTS OF WASHINGTONS
We are all reasonably proud of cur northern neighbor
Washington, the inhabitants of which will probably be some
what surprised to learn that there are 37 other communities
in the United States named for the Father of his Country.
Nine other plates bearing the name of the country's first
president also are listed as post offices. However, population
figures are not available for them because they are unincor
porated places without boundaries.
The largest of the Washingtons is the National Capital
with 802,178 inhabitants; the smallest is Washington, Ne
braska. with 55 inhabitants. Second in population size is
Washington, Pennsylvania, with 25.994 inhabitants. Wash
ington. Indiana, ranks third with 10.987; Washington Court
house, Ohio, fourth with 10,543; and Washington, North Caro
lina, fifth with 9,698.
There is also is a Washington county in each of 31 States.
The combined population of the 31 Washington counties in
1950, according to preliminary Census figures, was about
1,130,000.

EXIT OF A MINK COAT
Amid the surge and thunder of a major political crisis,
a mink coat has departed from the White House—but not
unnoticed, and not altogether out of its peculiar place
in the history of our times. Jenkins’ ear sparked a war; dark
rumors about a warming pan played their part in Britain's
“glorious revolution" of 1688 and greased cartridges touched
off the Sepoy Mutiny in India. Mrs. E. Merl Young's "natural
royal pastel” mink coat was more expensive (if any value can
be set on Captain Jenkins' ear) and less portentous than any
of these, but like them it became a symbol. Cloaking a White
House stenographer, whose husband's meteoric rise in the
group which operates on the prosperous fringes of Washing
ton's officialdom was a matter of shock and wonder, the mink
coat stood for “influence” and for a President’s tolerance
of suspect employees. The complicated methods thereby it
was procured left an unpleasant flavor; the President's ap
parent unawareness of this fact sapped confidence in the
Administration, and in a decisive moment in American life,
when policies of the greatest moment were being debated,
the mink coat rose to haunt the public mind.
Now Mrs. Young has resigned, because “she wished to
devote more time to her domestic duties,” as the official
explanation read. Whether her departure was voluntary or
otherwise, whether or not her reasons have been stated cor
rectly, is now beside the point. The resignation comes too
late and the mink coat will not be forgotten so speedily. High
finance—of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation variety
—is not easy to understand. International politics is even
more comnlicated. Bu a mink coat can be comprehended by
any one.—Herald Tribune.

tion.
“It changes a bonus into a dole."
he said.
Jones of Bowdoinham, an amputee
veteran of World War Two, sup
ported Perry's bill.
Another supporter was Dow of
Falmouth, who said that if the
State wanted to give a bonus it
should do so, not say to the towns
"you shall give a bonus to every
veteran in your town over 62 years
of age."
A bill to give veterans of the
Korean campaign all the state
benefits veterans of other wars re
ceive was signed into law by Gov.
Payne. Benefits include aid for
families of hospitalized veterans
and assistance in obtaining federal
pensions and services.
The governor also signed bills:
Allowing employment of women
10 hours a day during the national
emergency, or more, up to 56 hours
a week, with the consent of the
Labor and Industry Commissioner.
Repealing the requirement of
smallpox vaccination for persons
employed in paper mills using rags.
Increasing the number of Uni
versity of Maine trustees from nine
to 11, of whom two must be women,
one a University alumna.
Defining "compact” or “built-up
sections along highways as places
where buildings are less than 200
feet apart for a distance of onefourth mile.
The House tabled a bill setting up
a statewide probation system re
ported unfavorably by the Legisla-

IN THE HELD ^[SPORTS

Knox County Has 28,121 In
habitants—Rockland’s
High School Teams Getting Ready For Season
Population 9.234

The total population of Maine
Son April 1, 1950, was 913,774, accarding to final figures for the
known if Ott Billings w’ill play or State released today by Roy V.
not but Eun Thompson and Dick Peel, Director, Bureau of the Cen
French are expected to show up sus, Department of Commerce.
later with Freddy LaCrosse. Pooch During the previous 10 years, the
has a couple of others up his sleeve population of the State increased
that he isn't talking about at this by 66,548, or 73 percent, over the
time.
847226 inhabitants enumerated in
• • * »
1940. In 1950, Maine ranked 35th
It was very interesting to read among the States in population.
in the Sunday Portland paper In 1950. according to the new ur
that "the Telegram League, oldest ban definition, Maine had a largin Maine and one of the oldest in ! er urban than rural population,
the nation, etc” was about to start with an urban population of 472,
the season. This somewhat grand 000 and a rural population of
statement was
impressive but 441,774.
would have been even more so if Between 1940 and 1950, 14 of the
true. The Knox-Lincoln is, ol 16 counties in Maine gained popu
course, the oldest in Maine; a fact lation and two lost population.
■hat I will bring to the attention of Cumberland, York and Penobscot
Uncle Bud Cornish. Who do those
Portland guys think they are? The
K-L is seven years older.
* • * •
Short shots—Hank Daley report
edly coming back to Rockland next
Mik« DiRenzo undecided
Jasper Spear says he is leaving—
Charlie Goddard reported not hap.
py at Camden and will change—
Ginnette Penin, Camden’s gift to
the sport page, not only writes but
does solo dancing, sings, plays the
piano, and is learning to play the
drums in her spare time, if any—
the Red Sox certainly looked great
on opening day, didn't they? While
they spend a fortune for broken
down vets like Boudreau and Rosai
the Yanks come up with young
Customers’
sters Mantle, Jensen, McDougald
etc.
Corner
They better peddle Williams and
put the money into a decent farm
A few years ago we had quite a few com
system—Did you notice that Jack
plaints about the delay at our checkout
Moran picked the first three teams
just like yours truly?—The Post
stands.
Office and Independent teams set
We worked hard te solve this problem
but the other two teams in the
by increasing and improving the stands
Softball league still looking for
and training our checkers to do a more effi
sponsors. Players will be pooled
cient job.
and divided among the four teams
/fas this effort /xnd off in your
—some people are saying that the
daP?
Twilight League will never finish
the season—among umps expected
Is there a minimum of delay at the
back are Frank Wink, Walt Dimick
checkout stand?
Austin Kinney, Doug Heald and
Our checkers strive constantly to be
Carl Reed (Waldoboro.)
courteous, efficient and accurate.
If you have any suggestions that will
help them improve our checkout service,
please let us know. Please write:

—Twilight League Team In Practice
(By Bob Mayo)
As the Rockland Tigers continue
their practice sessions in prepara
tion for the coming K-L season it
is becoming apparent that several
of them can play more then one
position acceptably. For instance
pitcher Mike Levinthal has been
looking good at first base in the
absence of Chuck Robarts; Bugs
Eenner can catch as well as play
the outfield; George Alex does a
j pretty fair job at third base as
well as catching.
It begins to look like Billy Hoch
is going to fill the hole at shortstop
His fielding is very good and he
has. changed his batting stance and
is lacing the ball. His improvement
erases a major worry for Mike
DiRenzo as otherwise the team iI knee deep in veterans anyhow,
j Bobby Gardner is looking very
i sharp at second, Floyd John - >n
(has probably clinched himself an
outfield berth and Bob Hooper
Benner, Carl Butler, Gary Seavey
and Robarts will also be available
for the outer patrol. A Freshman
who has looked good in early tests
is Eddie Sukeforth and will prob
ably see service be tore the season
is over. Whether the K-L competi
tion will be stiff enough to toughen
the Tigers for bigger game is the
main question.

The wilight League held a long
meeting Tuesday night. It adopted
' as the official league ball the RCC
' of the Brine Company and made
some minor changes in the by-law.designed to make doubly sure that
no “ringers” get in. At this point
the question is where an adequate
number of players is coming from
let alone ringers.
Rockport and Camden which had
previously planned to combine in
to one team and enter, have a tail
ing out and no representative was
j present although the nature ol
their trouble is not known to me
Rabbitt Wiley says that St. George
is still without a manager. He said
that Al Kinney would be one ol
their pitchers and Bob Leighton
Al Watts and Frank Darling are
expected in the fold. Rabbitt ex
pects to play also but has no desire
to manage.

Pooch Starr reports that he had
a fairly good practice session last

Museum Featuring Show 01 Sunday at schoaeid-white park
Art Work Of Pupils In Bert
Todd- Percy Pi?ke' Gcorge
Ellis, Walt Drinkwater, Bob Teel
Rockland Schools
Jocko Johnson, Buddy Chisholm

'<0
M4 Main Street
tockJand,

SERVICE
OIL BURNERS
RANGE BURNERS
POWER BURNERS

Tel. 51
A. C. McLoon & Co.
33-tf

Fresh Native Chickens
TENDER, DELICIOUS TO BROIL OR FRY

f

DRAWN, 1 A. TO 2Va LBS
READY-TO-COOK lb

^C
2’A IO
3’/j IBS ib"" •

CUT-UP CHICKENS

Back

Breasts LB 89

"E“L8

Legs

’ 79c

Giblets

Wings

8 37'

Livers

1090-MILE JOB

u <»9C

DRAWN, READY-TO-COOK TURKEYS 4%-7’A IBS

lB 79c

II il> Roast
Ham COO*ED

"SVPLR-BIOHT"

Fresh Picnics

t-t LB5— Shank End Pkce.LB ^7

s**’ CU"ED 18 49e

Smoked Picnics
PlCni€S

.49°

less roast pork

SM0KE0 SU*NYFlElD Short Shanfc Le* Trimmed LB

Leon Hamburg

FRESHLY GROUND

LB

SMOKED-WHOLE OR RAtF

Beef Tongues

75c

"tf

Sliced Bacon

"surer-right-sugar cured

lb

53s

Liverwurst

for tasty sandwiches

lb

63c

FronkforlS

Pickwick

skinless all heat

LB

FANCY SLICED
Halibut

49c

GREEN TIPPED

Calif,
Asp’gus
of

All prices shown here (including those

NONE PRICED HIGHER

items not subject to price ceilings) are guaran

Fla. Oranges

NONE PRICED HIGHER

GfOpcfruit

TINY SWEET

NO 303 ♦>*>C
CAN ••

A&P Peas
Libby's Corn

whole kernel

Larsen's Veg-All
Iona Cut Beets

•

•

•

•

•

12 OZCAN

NO 303 CAN ] £

.

NO 2V, CAN ]

A&P Whole Green Beans •

Silverbrook Butter
Large Eggs

•

.

•

LB PRINT

•

•

doz

•

Peas

i lb cello bag

]9c

• 1 LB50'

•

NO 303 •>||C
CAN

GREEN GIANT

Fruits for Salad

ElBt,,‘ HM»ts

27c

DEl*°*TE

49'

LB8‘C77'

Sultana Tuna

lb bag

79'

Libby's Tomato Juice •

LBBAC81'

no^can27c

orated light meat

Campbell's Tomato Juice

VIGOROUS AND WINEY

Warwick Thin Mints

20 OZCAN 14’

•

IB 0Z CAN ] J'

It

•

Warwick Chocolates

Rssomo

Donuts

RUG

PKG OF

*llc

8 *• ■

NIBLETS

OUR OWN TEA

HEINZ BABY FOODS

Whole Kernel Com
12 oz .-C

Black

Strained

89

rk8g

39C

lbrkg59c

JANE PARKER-HOME STYLE SUGAR

1 O

25^

‘« CELl° b« 29c

brand

A&P Peaches

RICH AND FULL-BODIED

Bokar Coffee

CELLO PKG

GREAT, BIG, TENDER

18 59'

MILD AND MELLOW

Red Circle

SM™

Sultana Medium Prunes •

87c

4^29* C

PRICED HIGHER CELLO PKG ]<^

Popping Corn

Famous A&P Coffee!
Eight O'clock

Pascal—Regalo—None Priced Higher

Cashew Nuts

77*”

45*

pr'cH Hi9Mr 3tBS 25c

Salod Bowl RCGAL0—*ONE

NO 2 CAN 28'

sunnvbrook native fresh

Sharp Cheddar Cheese ■

Celery

5 LB BAG

70s~ None Priced Higher

Dandelions New

]5C

.

49‘

2

teed through Wednesday, April 25th and ef

fective in this community and vicinity.

CAN

• SOUND PUBLIC UTILITIES securities

LB B5c

"SUPER-RIGHT” TRIMMED

CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPT.
A*P Food Stores

dure, youvegw z/wce

• BETTER THAN 6% on your money

18

Turkeys

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO.

DO YOU WANT . . .

8

GENUINE BELTSVILLE BROILER-6-9 POUNDS

420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
An exhibition of the accomplish- Johnny Duff, Freddy Allen, Bobby
J7-tf
ments of the art classes of the Gardner and Red Demmons were
Rockland Public Schools and the j among those present. It is not
Saturday morning art classes of
the Farnsworth Art Museum op
ened Wednesday, in the North Gal- j
lery of the Museum. The exhibi
tion, which is prepared by Miss
Catherine Reardon, the art su
Let Specialists do that vital everypervisor for the Rockland public
1000-mile lubrication job! Our ex
schools,
features
watercolors
crayon and chalk drawings, fin
pert mechanics have the tools and
ger painting, pen and ink, ai
cut-outs. There are also on di
training to do it speedily, efficiently
play works of soap-carving.
The Museum classes, which have;
... save you time and money! Come
been under the supervision of
in today ... and every 1000 miles!
Francis E. Hamabe, are exhibiting
handmade puppets and marion
ettes which are exhibited with the
stage and display showing the va
rious processes in making a pup
TEL. 700
pet. Mr. Hamabe's class also In
28 PARK ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
cludes watercolors
and crayon
work.
These exhibits will be of interest
to the parents and teachers of I
the local and surrounding com-!
munities.
The Museum hours are 10 to 5|
to install a wonderful bath like this
Tuesday through Saturday, 1 to 5
Sunday and closed Monday.
&
tive Judiciary Committee. Similar
bills have been turned down by
several recent legislatures.

18
28,121

See the latest styles In Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K Green & Son.
1-tf

Me,

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded

1,576
1,427
722

Warren town,
Vinalhaven '.own.
Washington town.
Islands not belonging to
any town,
Total

l,

•••«

School Age Exhibit

Counties, the counties having the
greatest rates of increase, amount
ing to 153, 13.3, and 11.4 percent,
respectively, had more than half
of their population in urban ter
ritory. The two counties which lost
population, Washington and Han
cock, had declines of 6.8 and 1.0
percent, respectively. The counties
in Maine ranged in size from Lin
coln with a population of 18,004 to
Cumberland with a population of
169,201.
Knox County Figures
Appleton town,
671
Camden town,
3,670
Cushing town,
376
Friendship town,
772
Hope town,
501
Isle au Haut town,
82
Matinicus Isle plantation
188
North Haven town,
410
Owl’s Head town,
784
Rockland city,
9,234
Rockport town,
1,656
St. George town,
1,482
South Thomaston town,
654
Thomaston town
2,810
Union town,
1,085

Official Figures

39'

4

• A DIVIDEND CHECK approximately
EVERY TWO WEEKS

in the

Classified Telephone
Directory

YELLOW

We have prepared a memorandum, indicating how you
can invest in a diversified list of sound Public Utilities stocks
— get a dividend check approximately every two weeks
— and at the same time, receive better than 6% on your
investment, based on 1950 dividend payments.
ARE YOU

INTERESTED?

Send coupon below for Report. No cost — no obligation.

J. ARTHUR WARNER ft CO.
Incorporated

PAGES
• Who Buys • Sells
• Rents • Repairs

Investment Securities

431 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, TEL. ROCKLAND 1451
Boston • New York » Philadelphia • Providence • Portland
Hyannis ‘ Pittsfield • Wellesley

J. ARTHUR W ARNER A CO., 431 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
Please send me without obligation or cost Report PR
Nome.............................. .. ........................................................................... .........
Address......................................................................... City......................

|e- 4 FT.

Space only 4-feet square needed

CAMAY SOAP

CAMAY SOAP

MARSHMALLOWS

For Softer, Smoother Skin
*
REG
4 CAKES xO

For Softer, Smoother Skin

Angelus
io oz 10:

BATH ««C

CAKE

l«>

RKG

1“

— for the luxurious Neo-Angle Bath!
THF beautiful NEO-ANGLE by

American-Standard actually

provides

roomier bathing space, yet fits into shorter wall lengths than conven
tional baths. Two integral corner seats and wider, flatter bottom assure

greater convenience, comfort and safety. Distinctive, modern shape adds

pleasing touch to any bathroom.

MEXICORN

A-PENN MOTOR Oil

DASH DOG FOOD

Whole Kernel Com
With Sweet Peppers

SAE 20-30-40

Fortified with liver

CAN

19'

cm

1.27

IB 0Z ,,c

CAN

1O

You can choose from gleaming white and many colors, to match other

fixtures. By all means, see the Neo-Angle Bath when selecting new plumb
ing fixtures. You’ll love it from first sight!

Get full information now!

PEERLESS PLUMBING AND HEATING
485 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. MAINE

TEL. DAYS, 744; EVENINGS 678-J

WAXED PAPER

MAZDA LIGHT BULBS

LIBBY'S BABY FOODS

Cut-Rite

40-60 watts

Strained

124 R a»C

ROLL

XJ

'ACH

15

4m«39c

TALK OF THE TOWN

With The Bowlers

WITH THE
THEATRES
CAMDEN THEATRE:
Today and Friday: "The Milk
man."
Saturday:
"Rogue
River” plus "Rookie Fireman.”

WILL HEAR 48 MUSICIANS
Community Building May 1st

Vere B. Crockett

the leading of the bands during
the concert which will last ap
proximately two hours.
Each
school band will play as a unit dur
ing the program with the compo
site unit presenting the greater
part of the program.

Boston Tailors

GAME PARTY
t
r

IVZRY FRIDAY
At 7.M P. M.
TOWER ROOM
, COMMUNITY BUILDING
Aaaplcea Knights of Columbus
1-tf

Highest tide in the world is in J
the Bay of Fundy, Canada, where
there is a rise of 53 feet.
Semite

for all people
in a wide choice

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN

LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701

of reasonable prices

DhvisFunerrlHomes
JJ KNOI SI
1(1 111
THOMASTON

SSftMAiNST
TltAIO
ROCKLANO

TtL
ROCKPOA7

I CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

PICK A
PAINT
that CCUL

we get no satisfaction out of the
work, and our pride and conscience
bother us if the day’s work is not
well done.
Workers like, therefore, to feel
that their work is important and
necessary. The management that
appreciates that it is working with
men of such type calls out the best
in them—and finds that the pro
duction record improves.
When there is co-operation in
the safety field, it means, too, that
you have mutual interest in the
production field.
Co-operation in the plant means
that attitudes and habits of co
operation are developed. These
attitude are taken away from the
plant with the worker, and color
his reaction to civic programs.
I .
Thom
aston and Rockland have the be
nign influence of this outstanding
group that is here tonight. Your
(Continued on Page Five)

Watch For Opening Date
of

FLINT'S MARKET
But in the meantime,
HARRY FLINT is at

Jordan & Grant's Market
743 MAIN STREET
Also

His Donuts and Cheese!

EE3IECE5BC5
THE BUY OF THE WEEK—
LEAN, MEATY, ECONOMICAL

THE

MARKETS
\\
proudly presents

fresh

shoulders

4 TO 8
LB. AVE.

..

47c

BONELESS—SKINLESS—WASTELESS
SMOKED

SHOULDERS

lb.

65c

Corned Hocks, lb. 39c
Sausage,
lb. 49c
Sm. Shoulders, lb. 49c

Beef Liver, lb. 59c
Frankforts, lb. 49c
Cooked Salami lb. 63c

»’• 39c

BACON -“’uSS1

And ALL Top Quality

tAe

*
*
*
*
*

GABARDINE
HOUND CHECK
FLANNEL
COVERTS
GLEN PLAIDS

great new magazine

1O0es
PACKED WITH COLOR,
PICTURES, MONEY-SAVING IDEAS

Priced from

$10.95 to $17.95

MENUS & RECIPES

Also see our new

Luscious ideas that
are also budgetwise

COMMERCIAL

Spring Sport Shirts by

PHOTOGRAPHY

* McGregor
* Van Heusen
* Arrow

Live in beauty but
within your means

Priced from

FASHIONS

All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.

export

pounded of many factors, among
:hem machinery and material dam-1
age; lost time of fellow workers
while caring for the injured and
talking about accident afterward;
production loss due to loss of the
services of the injured man; and
time and cost of training a re
placement; medical bills; and the
many necessary report forms to
insurance companies, the State,
etc., required when there is a lost
time accident.
On the part of the employe, it
is they who suffer the pain and
hardship, the loss of limbs or life,
ana the reduction of their income.
Workers are more fortunate in 1951
than they were in 19C1. Then, they
not only suffered the pain of in
jury, but had to assume their own
medical bills and they had no com| pensation for this time that they
were disabled. They had scant op, portunity to recover damages unless
they could prove negligence on the
part of the employer or his agent.
We are, therefore, fortunate that
we are living now, in a new day of
social consciousness where work
men’s compensation laws are in
effect in every State in the Union.
But to get back to the topic—
co-operati on is the keynote of

safety, but it has a complementary
and beneficial effect that is fre
quently overlooked. When manage
ment and labor work together in
the non-controversial field of safe
ty. they develop patterns of co-op
eration that hold over into the
fields of production and labormanagemer.t relations.
In the field of productions, just
as in safety, neither side can do the
job alone. It takes team work. The
satisfactions of working as a team
are great. It gives personal satis
faction and gratification to all in
volved.
None of us likes to give our best
and have a fellow worker, either
through poor or slipshod work spoil
our product. None ot us likes to be
the only one doing a conscientious
job. It singles us out from the fra
ternity and makes us targets of
jealousy. By the same token, if the
majority do good work, it almost
makes a social outcast of the per
son who is stalling or unco-operative.
There has been much written
and a lot of glib comments have
been made about the slow-down,
and the fact that some labor groups
discipline their members to do a
limited amount of work. I person
ally feel that if there is such a
thing, it definitely does not apply
to Maine workers. It is a Maine
trait to give an honest day’s work
for an honest day’s pay, and do the
best possible job because otherwise

PERRY

GOODYEAR TIRES

Egypt has doubled Its
tax on cotton.

(Continued from Page One)

SPRING
SLACKS

“CLAYT” BITLER

59 MAIN ST„
ROCKLAND, ME.
(up one flight)

Proud Workers

Elks In Sun Berth For Ameri
; classic ratio of costs of an accident
can League; Legion Tops
four times the amount of com
Combined School Band To Give Concert In the are
In National League
pensation paid. This loss is com

Post Office No. 1 took over Spruce
Head 4 points to 1 winning two
strings and the total pin fall, but
WALDO THEATRE:
Today last time: “Payment on the scores were close enough to
Demand." Starts Friday: "Blue make the match very interesting.
Blood" plus "The Squared
Rackliff had high string and high
Circle.”
total 105-289 for the winners while
KNOX THEATRE:
K. Drinkwater and Baggs tied for
Today last time: “Mystery high string at 107 and Baggs and
Submarine” plus “Insurance Alley tied for high total of 272 for
Investigator.” Starts Friday:
the losers.
“Wyoming Mail.”
P.O.2—T. Perry 261. Stewart 269.
Moulaison 261. D. Perry 278. Rack
STRAND THEATRE:
liff 289. total 1358. Spruce Head—
Today through Sat.: "Valen K. Drinkwater 271. N. Drinkwater
tino.”
248, York 368. Baggs 272 Alley 272.
Flight E won 4 points from Knox
For Time of Shows
Business
College. Andrews bowled
See Ads In This Paper
111-299 for the flyers while Hast
ings had a single string of 101 for
Mrs. Vera Johnson who has been i the Collegians.
acting as housekeeper at The j Flight E—Dummy 255, Andrews
Thorndike Hotel the past Winter i 299, Bryant 238, Heald 267, Harry
Dean Warren S. Freeman
Knox Business
and her daughter Doris, who has 285, total 1334.
College-Dummy
255,
Hastings
277,
The
dean of the Boston Univer
been at the desk, go tomorrow tc j
Miller
253,
Staples
260,
Smith
245,
sity
College
of Music will be the
Vinalhaven where they will enjoy
a well earned vacation before the | total 1290.
guest conductor of the Knox Coun
Legion won 5 points from Lime
opening of the Summer Hotel, the
Co., winning total by 103 pins, Ames ty composite senool bana which
Down Easter.
high single of 105 and Hobbs high will present a concert at the Com
munity Building May 1. Dean
Everett A. Munsey is night clerk total of 279, for Legion. For Lime
Company the two dummys had Warren S. Freeman has accepted
at The Thorndike Hotel.
the invitation of Director Vere B.
high totals.
Miss Joan Proctor, a Senior, at
Legion—Raymond 276, Harlow Crockett to be in Rockland and
the Eastern Maine General Hospi 270, Crudel 248, Ames 271, Hobbs lead the band.
The first composite student band
tal’s School of Nursing, has com 279, total 1344. Lime Co.—Little
in
local school history is made
pleted a three-months' affiliation 244, Dummy 255, Wiggin 245, Mel
up of students from the bands at
in psychiatry at the Bangor State vin 242, Dummy 255, total 1241.
Hospital. Miss Proctor is passing
Shells defeated Gulf 5 to 0. to Rockport, Thomaston, Rockland
a two weeks’ vacation at her home retain second place in the league and St. George. A total of 48 mu
on Lake avenue at the present time. standing. H. Carr had high string sicians has been chosen and re
of 108 and high total of 298 lor hearsed for the event. AU four
Among the 385 students at the Shells while L. Drinkwater had bands are under Crockett’s direc
University of Southern California high string of 110 and Colby high tion.
Dean Freeman is one of the
Edward Mayo, owner of New- who made the Dean’s Honor List total of 281. Frank Perry, detained
recognized authorities in the music
the
first
semester,
was
Midshipman
by
late
boat
arrivals
was
able
to
bert’s Restaurant, has been ap
and music instruction fields in the
pointed to the restaurant trade David E. Ulmer with a B-plus bowl in the third string, then he
country and is the author of sev
average,
99-94.
He
is
the
son
of
}
and
Sleeper
who
had
waited
for
advisory board of the Office of
eral
books which are widely used.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
E|
Ulmer
of
him, had a duel to see how first
Price Stabilization for Maine. The
Freeman and Crockett .wiU share
this
city.
and
second
string
would
come
out.
appointment came at a meeting of
Sleeper needed to win first string
OPS officials and Maine restaurant
The student production of T. S by 9 pins and the second by 4 pins Water Co.
.578
26
19
operators in Bangor Tuesday.
Eliot’s "Murder in the Cathedral'
.436
Co.,
24
31
Lome
for Gulf to win but Perry edged
.244
34
It is good news to a host of will be staged April 26 at Colby him by three pins and seven pins Post Office No 2 11
.236
13
Flight E,
42
Rockland music lover’s that J. Li College by the Canterbury Club to save both strings for Shells.
enal DuBarry is returning to the an undergradua’.e organization for
Shells—L. Cook 278, J. McLoon Knox Business College
.225
9
31
Bay View Hotel to present lunch Episcopal students. The production 267, H. Carr 298, E. Cook 294, Perry
eon and dinner music on the piano is directed by Gene Jellison, Thom 293, total 1430. Gulf—Hopkins 275,
IN MEMORI.AM
and solo-vox. Mr. DuBarry will re aston, senior with assistance from Hallowell 276, Colby 281, Drinkwa
In loving memory of my dear son,
sume his duties at the Bay View Margaret Pierce, a junior from! ter 277, Sleeper 267, total 1376.
Chester F. Gardner
Oneida, N. Y. The leading role oi j
on May 1. His artistry drew a great
American League
who passed away April 18, 1948.
Pc God knows how much I miss him.
following during his previous en "Thomas Becket” is being played
w
L
Never will his memory fade
gagement. He has had excellent by David Cornelius, from Lima Elks,
.740
13
37
training both in this country and Ohio. Jellison is a son of Mrs. Mil- Shells,
41
24
.631 Loving thoughts wiU ever wander
To the spot where he is laid.
25
.583 47-lt
abroad and has appeared in con ton Hennigar, 7 Georges street Post Office No 1, 35
Mother.
.533
32
28
cert in the Nations largest cities Thomaston.
Gulf,
IN MEMORIAM
.527
29
26
Independents,
BORN
Donald Littlefield, 4, of High
34
.433 : In loving memory of my dear hus
General Sea Food 26
Haney—At Knox Hospital, April
street, Thomaston, is at Knox
20
40
.333 band. John W. Kirk, who died in
MORiR,
Owl's Head, Me.. April 20, 1949
Hospital under observation. The 18, to Mr. and Mrs. Merwin Harvey, Spruce Head,
.200
40
10
a daughter.
More and more each day I miss
child was struck by the family car
National League
Paulsen—At Knox Hospital, April
you.
operated by his father, Carl Little 10, to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Paulsen
W
Pc. Friends may think the wound is
L
field, about 5.30 p. m. Wednesday of Cushing, a daughter—Jean Ma American Legion, 50
healed
5
.910
as the father backed into the ga loney.
42
8
.840 1 But they little know the sorrow
IOOF
Simmons—At Randolph Mater
Lies within my heart concealed.
rage. The child is thought to have
His wife, Grace L. Kirk.
run in back of the car as his father j nity Home, Waldoboro, April 10, to
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Simmons of
A representative of the Social
Owls Head, April 18, 1951 47-lt
put in motion. Mr. Ijittlefield said Waldoboro, a daughter — Rose
Security Administration field office
this morning that x-rays have Marie.
Spring Coats Reduced—sizes 1-14
in Augusta will be at the Rockland
Little—At Randolph Maternity
shown no serious injury but the
Sub-teen Toppers, Pastel Shades.
Post
Office
Building,
Deputy
Col

boy ls being held in the hospital Home. Waldoboro, April 12, to Mr.
lector’s Office, every Monday from Children's Specialty Shop, 375 Main
for two days by physicians for ob and Mrs. Malcolm Little of Waldo
12.30 to 2 p. m. His next visit will street, over Paramount Restaurant.
boro, a daughter—Linda Elaine.
servation.
47-48
be April 23. Residents of Rockland
DIED
or near-by towns who wish to make
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Hemenway—At South Hope, April ' application for Old-Age and Sur
17, David C. Hemenway, age 89
SMALL Bob-tail Tiger Cat lost,
years, 2 months, 13 days. Funeral vivors’ Insurance, obtain Social
WANTS TO SEE YOU
services at 2 o'clock Saturday at . Security cards, or get information vicinity High St. Reward. WES
ABOUT
the South Hope Chapel. Rev. John are invited to call upon this rep LEY KNIGHT, 30 High St. 4T49
T. Holman of Port Clyde officiat resentative.
43-62 ing. Interment in West Rockport
Cemetery.
Knight—At Rockport, April 13,
Herbert E. Knight of Rockland, !
age 77 years. Funeral was held [
Pe Buy and Sell Men’s Second-hand Monday from the Gilbert C. Laite
Funeral Home. Interment was in
Clothing, Suits, Topcoats.
Belfast.

April 19—Patriot’s Day.
April 20 — Women’s Educational
Club meets at 2.30 p. m. at the
Farnsworth Museum
April 21—Red Cross Benefit Mas
querade a tWarren.
April 24—Annual meeting and
luncheon of Rockland Garden
Club, Masonic Temple. 12.30.
April 25—Film Council Meeting,
Farnsworth Museum 7.30 p. m.
April 27—Colby College Glee Club,
and Colby Eight at the Univer
salist Church.
April 27—Meeting of the W.C.T.U.
and Missionary Societies, Metho
dist Church, 2 30 p. m.
April 27—Firemen’s Annual Ban
quet, at the Firehouse, Rockland.
April 28-29—State Conclave De
Molay in Rockland.
April 29—Paper Collection Drive by
Sea Explorers and 4O&8.
April 29—Daylight saving time be
gins, ending Sept. 30.
May 1—Composite Band Concert at
Community Building, of Rockland
Rockport, Thomaston, St. George
High School Bands.
May 2—Colby Dinner at Hotel
Rockland.
May 2—Mission Circle, Universa
list Church, Universalist vestry,
2.30.
May 4—"The Lamplighters.’’
May 8—Newbert Association, Ma
sonic Temple, 6.30 p. m.
May 10—At Appleton, annual
meeting, Lincoln Baptist Asso
ciation.
May 12—Daughters of Founders
and Patriots of America. Maine
Chapter, meets in Waterville.
May 13—Mother's Day.
May 14—Annual meeting Univer
salist Church vestry.
May 24—Medomak regional meet
ing of Garden Clubs, Warren.
July 4—Fourth of July Celebration,
Thomaston.
Aug. 3, 4, 5—Maine lobster & Sea.
foods Festival.
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

$3.95 to $8.95

HOME DECORATION

Advance fashions for
basic Summer wardrobe
smart and practical

BUTTER
CHEESE
LARD

LB.
FRESH
CREAMERY

SHARP
AGEI)

LB.

PURE
REFINED

3 LB

PKG.

69c
57c
69c

THIS WEEK IT S

FIG SQUARES,

6 for 19c

JELLY DOUGHNUTS,

6 lor 29c

SPRING RUN—ERESII C.ACGIIT

LB.

HADDOCK 15c
DRESSED AS DESIRED
CLEAN OCTDOOR

DANDELION GREENS, pk. 23c
CARROTS, 2 bchs. 19c | BANANAS. 2 lbs. 29c
DATES, Fresh California,

cello pkg. 23c

BEAUTY

be WASHED

.............. one that will make
your woodwork and walls
sparkle with an ever fresh,
cheerful appearance.
The glass-like smoothness of
Modene Interior Gloss will
cut hours from your clean
ing time — hours that you
can devote to yourself.
How will it look a year from
today — we say, just fine —
and as bright and lovely as
the day you put it on.
try it soon in your home.

1-tf

Sidney L Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770

14i -j

—■
Shot';ini'tMiHMMS
• : V-389 MAlHSt BOOiaUBW

Glamour doesn't have to
cost a fortune

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

30 OTHER FEATURES

■7’tf

PLUS

NOTICE

FAITH BALDWIN
O new wonderful romance by

famous Faith Baldwin.

All our Fur Storage and Repair Service has
been taken over by a Rockland furrier, LUCIEN K.

GREEN & SON, 16 School Street.

CODFISH CAKES. Davis .. two 10-oz. tins 29c
PRUNES. Sunsweet. extra large 1 lb. ctn. 29c
FLOUR. Royal Lily, all purpose. 25 lb. bag 1.89
FIG BARS........................... lb. pkg. 25c
MOLASSES. Tastee.............. 30 oz. jar 37c
PEAS. Rosedale........................ 2 tins 29c
LIBBY'S RED SALMON .......... tall tin 69c
LIBBY'S TOMATO JUICE....... 18 z. tin 13c
CORNED BEEF................... 12 oz. tin 39c
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, ... 3 lb. box 45c

BETTY CROCKER CRUSTQUICK

ONLY

Buy 1 Pkg. at Reg. Price I7c

Get I Pkg. at ti Price.

ROYAL GELATINE

We are taking this opportunity to thank all

BOTH

PKGS.

3 pkgs. 20c

our storage customers for their past patronage and
FOR

ON SALE AT OUR
CHECK-OUT COUNTERS NOW

very best service possible.

UNITED 9H0ME

TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

SAVITT S, INC.

SUPPLY CO.

Ambulance Service
i-tf

assure all that Lucien K. Green & Son will give the

WALLS and WOODWORK

BURPEE
Funeral Home

579

GREYHOUND

MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND
46-47

SAM SAVITT

44&47

THE PERRY MARKETS

WARREN
ALENA Lu STARRETT
Correspondent
Tel

«

Mrs. Lillian Lourens of New York
City was week-end gue.-t of Mr
and Mrs. Eltert L. Starrett.
MTs. Marion Pales and Mrs. Hel
en Carroll, telephone operators at
the local exchange visited the NewEngland Telephone Company ex
change office in Por’land Friday.
Anniversary Sunday will be ob
served April 22 by Warren L >dge
IOOF., and Mystic Rebekah Lodgi
the members ol both to attend
church services in a body Sunday,
evening at the Baptist Church
Bo h will meet there at 6.45 p. m
Miss Bertha Starrett of Malden
Mass., is passing the week's vaca
tion at her Summer home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Erne t B. Lamb
who passed the Winter months in
Greenwood, Miss., have re-opened
there home here for the season.
Mrs. Alice Robbins of Portland
has been guest of Mrs. Emma Nor
wood.
Acting as guest officers Tuesday
night at the guest officers’ night
observance at Good Luck Rebekah
Lodge at Waldoboro are Mrs. El
len Waisanen, left supporter oi
the vice gTand, and Mrs. Adelle
Stanford right supporter of the
vice grand, both of Mystic Rebekah
Lodge.
Mrs. Douglas Gray and two chil
dren, Peter and Judith of Lisbon
Palls, are passing the vacation of
one week with her mother, Mrs
Chisie Trone. They will also visit
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Gray while in this town.
Mrs. Delia Hayes, and daughter
Miss Marie Hayes of Somerville
Mass., who have been passing a
few days at the Knox House, m
Thomaston, this week have been
calling on friends in th:- town.
Ellis Spear of Newton, Centre
Mass., who has been passing a
few days with friends in Thomas
ton, called on friends in this town
during that time.
Wendell Butler is receiving basic
training at Camp Gordon, Ga.
State Police officer, Frank Pow
ers of Bath will present a safety
program Friday night at White
Oak Orange. North Warren.
L. Robert MacKenzie is recover
ing from illness. His son, O. Robert
McKenzie of New York City, ar
rived Monday night for a short

visit with his parents.
Committees appointed for the
stated meeting of Ivy Chapter, O
ES. Friday night are as follows:
Mrs. F. D Starrett. Marion Mc
Cluskey, Mrs. Fanny Jurra and
Mrs. Avis Norwood, refreshments
The Baptist
Cottage prayer
meeting will be held Wednesdaynight at the parsonage.
The Fireside Class will present
the program this Thursday night
following the fellowship supper.
The
Baptist Sunday Schoo
teachers and officers will meet a:
730 Friday night at the Baptist
parsonage.

WALDOBORO
MRS ROBERT CREAMER
Correspondent.

Telephone 240

Mr. and Mrs. Alva Moody left
Tuesday for a two weeks’ visit with
his brother and sister-in-law. Mr
and Mrs. Dewey Moody in Harri
sonburg. Va.
Mrs. Walter Aho is visiting her
sister in Weymouth, Mass., for a
faw days.
Mrs. Robert Taylor has gone to
New London, Conn., for a short
visit.
Mrs. Richard Flagg and sons
David and Stanley were in Port
land Tuesday.
Miss Carol Ann Gross, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Gross, is
spending her Spring school vaca
tion with her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton B Gross in Bel
fast.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Black and
daughter of Chester, Conn., are
spending their Spring vacation
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Black on the North Waldo
boro road.
Miss Helen Deehan of Watertown. Mass., is a guest this week
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
mond Bagley.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bragg,
Jr., and two children anfi Lawrence
Gordon of Skowhegan were Sun
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Gross on Main street.
and two children and Lawrence et
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Benner
have returned to their home on
Main street, after spending the
Winter in Florida.
Mrs. Carl Milliken and son Andy
are spending a few days this week
visiting relatives in Rumford.
Mrs. Emma Robinson of Port

HUDSON HORNET WINS!

I

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Pane Foiff

This is the H-145 engine in the
Hudson Hornet that scored
FIRST in grueling 160-mile Na
tional Championship Stock Car
Race—a greatvictorv over71 cars
of practically every make—proof
of superior stamina and power!

land is spending two weeks visit
ing Mrs. Carrie Winchenbach.
Mrs. Roscoe Hinckley and Mrs.
Willis Crowell were in Gardiner
Monday to visit Maurice Benner,
who is a patient in the hospital
there.
Mrs. Ida Stahl is visiting her
sister. Mrs. Edward Connor in Win
chester. Mass., this week During
her absence, her daughter, Mrs.
Harold Parsons of Damariscotta,
is at the Tavern.
Mr and Mrs. William Bragg, Jr.,
and two children and Lawrence
Gordon of Skowhegan were Sun
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Gross on Ma n street.

VINALHAVEN
MRS

ALLIE LANE

Correspondent

Telephone 88

Fish and Game Department, were
brought here by Steve Powell of
Richmond, Monday and liberated.
A law has been passed, making this
area closed for deer hunting for a
period of six years. William Olson
and Roy Dyer have been appointed special wardens.

T

out for sleek lines and interior luxury
—"step-down” designed for the most
room, best ride, greatest safety.

Miracle H-Power

JO2

orange

Spring Housecleaning
Time is Here Again!

Come in—drive this new car just once!
We're sure you’ll want it for your
own—through the long tomorrow!

Hudson hornet

high-compreition
REGULAR GAS)

Standard trim and other specifications and accessories are subject to change without notice.

CAR

YOUR

MONEY

CAN

BUY I

SIMMONS GARAGE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Bellview - Strong Long Life Quality

BROOMS

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANT TYPE OP WELDING

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, MR.
TEU m-w

1-W

$U9

EACH

Mop Sticks

EACH

23C

Cotton Mop Heads

EACH

45 c

pkg

17c

T-

Cheese Cloth

49c

Miracloth

*&¥- 19e

O-Cel-O Sponges

roll

35c

JUMBO
ROLL

wvC

Noxon Metal Polish

BOT

21C

Cando Silver Polish

5a*S

19c

Black Iron Stove Polish

BOT

23c

b%

13c

Shelf Paper
Paper Towels

Sunny Day Bleach
FINAST GRANULATED

SOAP

pxI

29c

jugl

25c •

■■*»»_

Sunny Day Ammonia

& 15c

Drano

bot

can

•

23c

Windex

15c

leaf Values
Babijuice Florida-Natural Color-Lge Size

io -14 Lb.. A«.

lb

DRAWN READY FOR THE OVIN

002 49c

Oranges

Fancy Selected Meaty Northern Grown in Popular Sizes

TURKEYS

59c
Native - For Cooking

Lb 73c

Apples

Large Plump Meaty

LB 53c

Fowl
DRAWN READY TO COOK

pkg

2 Sc

Juicy California - Good Size

Lb £5C

DRAWN READY TO COOK

CELLO

Dates

LB 47c

Chickens

4 LK 29c k

Fresh California

LB 73e

Fraab Native Broiler* or Fryer. - 2>/2 - 3*/2 Lb. Ave.

Lemons

FRESH or SMOKED . Lean, Meaty, Economical

Shoulders

5 FOR 19c

Fresh Crisp Pascal

COLONIAL MASTER - Extra Lean - Lea* Watte

LGE

Celery

Shoulders
Heavy Western Corn Fed Steer Beef

a

■■

25c

Tender, Young, Sweet

Rib Roast

Carrots

Mildly Cured Corned Beef

Fancy Brisket

2 ^lPc

Hans’m Ready to Cook

SHANK
END

Cooked Hams
FACE IND LB
Leen Riadless, Sugar Cured

CELLO
PKG

Spinach

Mild Sugar Cured

19c

Han.'m For Your Spring Salads

69c

Salad Bowl c«e° 19c

Sliced Bacon

LB 59c

= Sea rf-ood, 'Vobt&i —
FRESH HADDOCK
HADDOCK FILLETS

Diessed »« Desired
AH Fresh Clear

Meat

Make an Apple Pie
Fieest - Each Package Makes 9-inch Pie

ie Crust

2

PKGS

29c

Coeistock’s - No Peels, Core, Waste

2 c2
30 “s 39c

Sliced Apples

—
LB
LB

New Crop Glenside

Grass Seed bag *1.89

17c
39c

95

96y^j% Pure - 90% Germination

tyine Valuel

Z7ZZ

Millbrook Club - Price Contents

Ginger Ale

3

28 oi

bots

32c

can

69c

29 o.
CAN

28c .

Timber Lake - Fancy Alaska

Red Salmon
Richmond Halves

Baketef, 'Ucduel

Peaches

BETTY ALDEN

Pure Fruit and Sugar

White Bread 2
100% Wholewheat

LOAVES

29c

' loaf'

19c

Apple Raisin c££
Macaroon Cup Cakes 2?
Custard A«gei cake cTke
EA
Pineapple Pie

All Hudsoni give
performance on

Here are some suggestions to help make your cleaning
tasks easier on you and your pocketbook, too.

29c
27c

49c
49c

WILBERT'S
NO-RUB LIQUID WAX

& 65c

Mirabel

C^T 37c

“
JAR

Preserves

Big Tender Peas

Peas

joan Gated <foeaU

FOR THE FABULOUS NEW

10 LINDSEY STREET

^awnite tea...

UNION

powerhouse punch!

DURABLE

j

Mrs Eleanor Conway was hostess
Fish Hawks Club Reunion
to the Mother and Daughter Club
Tuesday. The afternoon was profit- i Mrs. Gladys Marr, president of J
ably passed with sewing. Supper the Fishhawk Club, No. 2, Port
was served and the evening was land, announces that the annua!
devoted to cards. Mrs. Conway's banquet of the Vinalhaven Reunion
sister, Mrs. Pauline Hutchinson of i will be held at the Ralph D. Cald
well Post on Glenwood avenue,
Rockland, was special guest.
Saturday, April 28 at 7 p. m.
Mrs Frank Small spent Tuesday
O V. Drew, Vinalhaven, will be
and Wednesday at Rockland with
toastmaster. Lawrence Hatch and J
her daughter, Mrs. Clyde Bickford
his orchestra will play for popular J
Mrs. Betsey Warner, son Mark
and square dancing.
Colored j
CUSHING
and daughter Lucy are at their
slides of Vinalhaven, will be shown
Mr and Mrs. Harlan Bragdon of Summer home here.
and a quiz program on the slides
Long Cove were guests Sunday of
A “husband and wife” meeting has been planned. Roscoe and
Mr and Mrs. James Davis.
was held by the Farm Bureau |
Henry Mincrvine will do specialty
Arthur Woodbury, who has been Monday night at Union Church
on a two-months’ vacation trip, vestry at 5.30. A delicious turkey numbers. Special dances will be
which extended as far as San An supper, with all the “fixin's" was played and prizes will be awarded
John M. R chardson of Rockland
tonio, Texas, returned home last served by the hostesses, Mrs. Cora
will present an illustrated talk on
Peterson, Mrs. Amy Durant, Mrs.
week.
the history of the Vinalhaven
Warren Whitney of Thomaston Corinne Hawks and Mrs. Margue steamboats.
rite
Adair.
After
supper
the
meet

has employment with Reino SaasAbout 100 ex-residents and resi
ing was open to the public. Gilbert
tamoinen.
dents have been contacted. If
Jaeger,
County
Agent,
spoke
on
Miss Florence Davidson
of
there are any persons who would
Qu ncy, Mass., was week-end guest the subject “Farm and Home Dem like to attend and haven’t been
onstration."
Miss
Constance
Coop

cf Mr. and Mrs. Reino Saastamoicontacted please call or write to
er, District Home Demonstration |
nen.
James Gray. 78 Maine Ave., Port
Agent,
also
gave
an
interesting
Miss Lois Brusby of Bangor re
land. Tel. 4-4004.
cently spent a few days as guest talk.
Miss Priscilla Carlson, a student ! Those desiring transportation to
of Miss Luree Wotton.
the Post Building meet at GrayMrs. Stanley Doane of Barring at Farmington State Teachers’ Col- i more Hotel Lobby between 6 and
lege
is
spending
a
week
here
with
ton, Nova Scotia, enroute from
6.45.
Philadelphia to her home, was a her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Carlson.
week-end guest of her brother and
Mr. and Mrs. Pauline Hutchinson
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. James
Davis. It was the first time the and daughter Janice of Rockland
Mrs. Florence Calderwood
brother and sister had met in 20 have been guests this week of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hen- J
Correspondent
years.
Word has been received of the nigar.
Telephone 10-24
The 4-H Club, Mrs. Dorothy
birth of a son to Mr. and Mrs.
Warren,
leader,
met
Saturday
aft

Kenneth Newcomb (Gloria Orne)
ernoon at the Firemen's Hall. I Bethel Rebekah Lodge meets
of Portland.
Monday, April 23. Inspection of
Mrs. Ralph Paulsen and infant “Table Setting" was the subject of
work with Mrs. Constance Me-1
daughter Jean have returned home the meeting and ably demonstrated
Phail warden of Rebekah Assembly
by
the
Club
members.
Mrs.
Warren
from Knox Hospital.
present. Golden Rod r Lodge ot
Mrs. Geneva Laaka, chairman of was assisted by Mrs. William Blais
Appleton will also be present and
The Easter Seal drive, wishes to dell. Lunch was prepared and
assist with drills. Refreshments
remind those who have not yet served by the cooking class. After
will be served with committee
the
meeting
a
social
hour
with
sent in the:rcontribution that there
Shirley Eosser, Hazel Burns. Grace
is still time to do so as the drive is games was enjoyed.
Clyde Bickford and son Clyde, Young and Ariel Leonard.
being continued through the month
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Robbins
Jr.,
returned Monday from Rock
of April. The proceeds from the
land, where Clyde Jr., spent the were week-end guests of Mr. and
sale of Easter Seals is for the bene
Mrs Merrill Henderson in Quechee
fit of crippled children at the Hyde week-end with his parents, who
went to Rockland last week, where Vt. Mrs. Robbins also served at !
Memorial Home in Bath, and is a
their infant son Daniel Frank un the wedding of Miss Virginia Tay
very worthy cause.
derwent surgery at Knox Hospital lor and Richard Tenney at Mont
OFF. list, date pricing charts Saturday. Mrs. Bickford will re- i pelier Vt.
available at The Courier-Gazette main in Rockland until the baby’s ] Capt. Robert Russell of Port
office. Call 770 and we will deliver discharge from the hospital.
Myers, Va., Is spending a 10-day
or come in and get ’em.
38*48
Five deer from the State Inland furlough with his family.
Miss Ida Hughes, teacher in
Rockland Junior High, is at her
home for a weeks’ vacation from
Rockland Schools.
Tuesday, April 24. the calendar
supper served by various groups of
the Methodist Church will be held i
at 6.30 p. m„ In the vestry. The
following will serve as hostesses.
January, Muriel Kenoyer; Feb
ruary, Ruth Leonard;
March
Jackie Hawes; April, Isabel Ab
bott; May,
Laura Kirkpatrick;
June, Edith Payson; July, Mildred
Goff; August, Constance Durkee;
September, Elaine Robbins; Octo
ber. Barbara Russell; November
Christine Savage; December, Bet
ty Howard.
Additional tables are: Sea Coast
Mildred Bums and Harriet Carroll; Union Fair, Mary Cunning
ham and Eleanor Heald; Rustic
Scene, Barbara Rich and Shirley
Bosser. A chicken pie supper will
be served and tickets are avail
able from the hostesses. Other
committees in charge are: dining
room, Edna McKinley; kitchen
Florence
Calderwood,
Aubyne
Hawes, Ethel Creighton, Martha
Fuller, Emma Robbins. Soliciting
committee, Nina Fuller, Mary Wal
lace, Rita Storer, Minnie Mat
Barker. Clean-up;
thews, Mary
committee, Alice Williams, Doris
Robbins, Lela Haskell, Florence
Thurston, Alida Fossett. Tickets
Aubyne Hawes. Publicity, Florence
Calderwood; tables, Bliss Fuller
Arthur Hawes, Frank Goff; mak
ing chicken pies, Avis Nichols,
Ethel Creighton,
Lilia Morton
here’s Miracle H-Power, in the
Christine Barker, Clara Day.
new H-145 engine! In get-away
or cruising speeds, it has a terrific
Hospitality committee: Mr. and
powerhouse punch!
Mrs. Alfred Hawes.
At 8 o'clock in the church audi
This amazingly powerful engine is
quiet as a cat, smooth as cream!
torium Rev. Loungeway of Cam
It is simple in design for low upkeep
den will be the speaker. Robert
costs and trouble-free operationLaite of Camden guest soloist. The
built to outlast any other engine.
public is invited for the evening j
The Hudson Hornet itself is a stand
program.

Here's the engine with the terrific

HUDSON ... MOST

Saturday evening with Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Mank in Rockland.
The
D.
P.
family,
who
has
been
Martin Kohlainen is a patient at
working for Fred Webel the past
Knox Hospital.
Read The Courier-Ouette
Mabelle Cross of Washington Winter, has moved to Connecti
Fcr social items in The Courierspent Sunday afternoon with her cut.
tf
sister-in-law, Mrs. Charles W
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mank spent Gazette. Phone 1044. City

Mank.

NORTH WARREN

33c

17 m
2 CANS
33c

Yor

Finest - Pure Tomato

KYT 21C

Ketchup

Bleakf/aU SutfifAtiteU
Grapefruit Sections

Orange Juice
Finast Prunes
Pancake Syrup

20
can
C<

19c‘

c?n

3ic
25c

12 oz
BOT

25c

ca:

I Prices in This Advertisement Effective at First National Self-Service Super Market* in Tkt* Yicinffv —
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

FIRST

NATIONAL

STORES

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Pagg Fiv?
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SociaI Matters

Getting Ready for DeMolay Conclave

SEASONS LAST CONCERT
' ■

M.ss Mary Harriman is spending
Capt. A. L. Shute is confined at
the holiday week-end in Boston. his home, 9 Cottage street, with
She is a guest at the Parker House. influenza. He is improving slowly.
Lt. and Mrs. Shelton Deens of
Mrs. Prank L. Bridges of Swan's
Island is convalescing at the Norfolk, Va.. are spending sever
al days with her parents. Mr. and
Thorndike Hotel.
Mrs. Edwin S. Rich, State street
Gordon Flint and daughter Eliz
Monday, April 16 was birthday ol
abeth returned to Eelmont, Mass.
Monday alter spending the week Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of the
end with his parents, Mr. and First Baptist Church. He spent it
quietly a: his Beech street home
Mrs. Harry Flint, Broadway.
where he is slowly improving fol
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert M. Lord lowing a period as a medical pa
2d and baby will arrive Saturday tient at Knox Hospital. A repre
from New York City for a few days sentative from the church called
visit with his parents, General and presented Mr. MacDonald with
and Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord.
a purse of money from his parish
ioners. In addition received manyCynthia Mazzeo, daughter ol flowers and cards.
r
///.<
Mr. and Mrs. David Mazzeo oi
Warren, celebrated her second The League of Women Voters
birthday Monday afternoon at the will meet at the home of Miss
home of her aunt Mrs. Frank Charlotte Bufium, 22 Grove street,
Mazzeo, 30 State street. Cynthia Monday at 2 o’clock.The program
Final plans are being made for the Maine DeMolay conclave to be held at Rockland April 28 and 29
received many nice gifts, includ will be under the direction of Mrs.
by the advisory group shown at work at Masonic Temple last night. Seated, left to right are Dad Advisor
ing four birthday cakes. Guests F. M. Faber, International Rela- Robert Sadier, Charles Foote, Sr., advisor to the conclave and George Bernier, advisor to the conclave. ,
were: her grandmother, Mrs. Clara Vons chairman, assisted by Mrs. Standing are. Dale Knight, chaplain of the conclave; Robert Annis, Master Councilor of the Rockland
Johnson, Mrs. Walter Ellis, Mrs Harold Jackson and Miss Pauline chapter and Richard Jones, chairman of the conclave. The conclave will bring an estimated 300 boys from
chapters in all parts of Maine to the city over the last week-end in the month.
Robert Winslow and daughters Stevens.
Evelyn, Roberta and Carolyn. Mrs
Mrs. Frances Collette, Mrs. Clyde
Mrs. Minnie Crozier, daughter,
John Mazzeo and sons David and
Ronald, Mrs. Bruno Mazzeo and Mrs. O. E. Wishman and great- Vining and Richard Knowlton re
daughters Algie, Jo Anne and granddaughter, Debra Grafton of turned yesterday from Clearwater.
Teresa, Mrs. Natale Mazzeo and Newtonville, Mass., have returned Florida, where Mr. Knowlton was Picture Of the Month At the Will Be Held Next Tuesdaythe Farnsworth Art
children Joy and Stephen, Karen home after spending a few days in employed at the Belleview Bilt
Bird Chairman Of Maine
and Francis Mazzeo, Jr., of Rock th s city as guests of Mr. and Mrs. more Hotel. This Summer he will
Museum
Federation a Guest
land and Mrs. Clayton Erown and Howard E. Crozier and other be at the Oyster Harbors Club on
The
Picture-of-the-Month
now
Next
Tuesday is date of the an-,
daughter Charlene of Sanlord friends. Mrs. Crozier was called Cape Cod.
on
exhibit
at
the
Farnsworth
Art
nual
meeting
of the Rockland
Miss Eleanor Mae Jackson ot here by the death of John Sherer.
Mr. and Mrs. Xavier Winchen Museum is the watercolor, “The
Garden Club, to be preceded by a
South Thomaston, niece of Mrs.
Mrs. Grace Tolman, 162 North baugh and Mr. and Mrs. Alden Three Geese" by Frank W. Ben luncheon put on be members of
Frank Mazzeo, who was also a
Perry returned Tuesday night from son. Mr. Benson is one of the great
guest, celebrated her tenth birth Main street, is spending tiie week
a week-end spent at the opening American masters and a listing oi ;he Eastern Star, in Temple Hall
as
guest
of
her
son,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
day the same day, and received a
at 12.30 sharp.
Raymond H. Tolman and fam ly in , of the Yonkers (N. Y.) Raceway. his canvasses and etchings reveals
cake and gifts.
The guest of honor on this oc
his love f»r the great out-of-doors
Westboro. Mass. Mrs. Tolman will
casion will be Mrs. John Corning
In
the
painting
"The
Three
New Sub-teen Dresses, sizes 8-14, also visit another son. Mr. and
Geese" we have a fine example ol i of Yarmouth, who is Bird Chair
just arrived, at Children’s Specialty Mrs. Lawrence Tolman of Wor(Continued from Page Three)
his wild life in motion, silhouetted man of the Garden Club Federa
Shop, 375 Main street, over Para j cester, Mass., before returning
safety record proves that you, have against the blue sky and billowy tion of Maine, and has spoken to
mount Restaurant.
47-48 1 home.
thousands of school children all
developed a pattern for success in white clouds.
every phase of life. The State, the
This painting is particularly ap over the State. The conservation
nation and the world need mors propriate as the wild geese are of bird life is Mrs. Coming’s hobbyplants with the spirit of co-opera now in flight, returning north over many years, and she is
tion evidenced in the Lawrence- ward to their nesting grounds and scheduled to speak to Grade two
Tyler Building, Mrs. Marion SmithPortland Cement Company, and may be observed in flight.
wick's class about 2 o'clock.
«M Mai. Strec
highlighted by its excellent safety
Nominating, committee will re.
experience.
• • • *
port on officers for the ensuing
Present for the exercises also
year. Mrs. Josephine Rice is the
was M. F. McMillaii, eastern re
MRS. WILLA STEVENS
retiring piesident, having served
Correspondent
gional manager cf the Portland
the past two years.
Cement Association, whose remarks
Mrs. Eva Hellier, chairman of
As advertised in The Saturday Evening Post,
Tel. Camden 2623
in the re-dedication of the Safety
Birds for the local club, will have
Trophy fell eloquently upon the
an interesting article prepared on
Colliers, Look, Life and Farm Journal
Rockport P. T. A.
ears of his appreciative listeners.
the Life of John James Audubon
The
Rockport
P.
T.
A.
will
hold
Group singing was omitted, not
who died Jan. 27, 1951. Audubon
Now Going On Wednesday through Saturday.
because the operatives are not its first regular monthly meeting, left intact some 435 water color
Monday
night
at
the
Rockport
talented vocalists, but because the
paintings of wild life which have
full program meant lengthening High School at 7.30.
been exhibited in New York’s his
Mrs. Hjordis Thorvaldsen of
hours.
toric Audubon House.
Glen
Cove
will
show
movies
taken
Eddie Robinson showed skill and
The Audubon
Nature Camp
dexterity in handling the com in the local schools and about town called Todd Wildlife Sanctuary, lo
Refreshments
will
be
served.
bination of guitar and harmonica.
The charter membership list is cated on Hog Island, Muscongus
Russell Reynolds performed won
still
open and anyone wishing to Ray. Medomak, has been operated
ders with a shirt and an overcoat.
or 12 years under the direction of
Manny Williams convulsed the au join the Rockport P. T. A. and be Carl Buckheister, vice president ol
included
on
this
will
have
then
dience with his clever deeds of
the National Audubon Society
last chance Monday night.
magic and mystery.
This place is visited each Summer
The drawing of the door prizes
First trans-Atlantic flight was Club members and other interested
was conducted by John M. Pom attempted in 1910 by Walter Well by hundreds of Maine Garden
eroy, with the assistance of man and a crew in a non-rigid persons.
“Pickles” Young. Worthwhile prizes airship.
The Rockland Club has spon
they were.
sored two scholarships in the past
Jeffrey Higgs, 18, Dulwich (Eng having enl Mrs. Annie Rhodes
Japan reached a postwar high in land) school Rugby captain who
Ross, and Mrs. Emma Harding
soap production with 10,740 tons in broke his neck was reported “very
Sullivan, to the Camp.
October.
comfortable.”
They were both teachers in the
1 Mexican industry was relatively
Turkey recently sold 160 tons of town at tha’ time and passed on
to their pupils the many lessons
free from labor troubles in lfdO.
mohair to Russia.
learned from a two week's stay at
the camp. There are five, two-week
sessions each Summer, beginning
in June and ending the latter
part of August.

“The Three Geese”

Garden Club Annual

Proud Workers

ROCKPORT

REXALL 1‘ SALE

Speed Soles on new speed keds

Edmund Kurtz, 'Cellist

Herons still nest at Chilham
Castle, England, mentioned in
Domesday Book.

COME IN AND SEE AMERICA’^

Nicaraguans are paying from 15
to 30 percent more for eggs than
a year ago.

EASIEST RANGES

TO KEEP CLEAN
u-,'> v/"” .
, v •

-vV >

.-.4

t.

No other range offers so many features
for finer cooking, such ease of cleaning.
Let us show you the new Ultramatic
Caloric Gas Ranges.

A-x f

TENNIS
SHOES

All models
available for
L P - G a a
(“bottled”
gas'.

JUST ARRIVED!
NEW
RUSSEL WRIGHT
SHIPMENT!

RUSSEL

WRIGHT
AMERICAN
MODERN
DINNERWARE

RANGES

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT—LOW MONTHLY CHARGE

COMPTON’S
282 MAIN STREET,

TELEPHONE 1135

ROCKLAND. MAINE

SIIILIKA

► V JEWELERS 4

CENTRAL
MAINE’S HEAD
QUARTERS
FOR QUALITY
GOODS
46-47

We Talk The Language
Everybody Understands!!
THE LANGUAGE OF SOLID SAVINGS!
THE LANGUAGE OF THE REAL BARGAIN!!
THE LANGUAGE OF MONEY IN YOUR POCKET!!!
HERE IT IS—SHORT AND SWEET
TOP GRADE

Calouc

The Spring session of the Gar
den Club Federation of Maine
Board meeting is to be held at the
Women’s Literary Union clubhouse
n Auburn, at 9.35 Friday morning.
The theme is: Conservation—Our
Maine Vita! Objectives.
Those attending from this lo
cality are Mrs. -E Stewart Orbeton, of West Rockport, past presi
dent of the Federation. Miss Bess e Bower-' of Camden, treasurer,
and Mrs. H P. Blodgett, federation
historian
They will be accom
panied by Mrs. Lyford Ames, who
will act as chauffeur. An “herb
luncheon" will be featured at 1.50
by the hostess group of the W.L.U.
Mr- Ch.rles W. Eaton, presi
dent of The Garden Federation of
Maine, will preside. Plans for the
annual convention in June will be
discussed The nominating com
mittee, consisting of the Regional
Directors from the seven garden
club regions in Maine, will elect a
cha rmin and prepare a slate of
effiers to be elected in June. Mrs.
John Dorr, of Sodthport, is the Me
domak Regional chairman, in
which the Rockland, Camden,
Thomaston, Damariscotta, Boothbay and Bath clubs are located.
Miss Ethel Wrnnick of Bomaseen,
Vt„ National Chairman of State
Garden Clubs and director for the
New England reg.on. widely known
for her artistic arrangements of
flowers, and Leroy Bingham of Au
burn, Me., U. S District conserva
tionist, will be the principal speak
ers for the conference.

FOR

YOUTHS — BOYS
GAS

The Soring Session Of the
Garden Club Federation
Board

The third and final concert in
Allegro mosso,
Mr. Kurtz and Mr. Nadelmann
the Community Concerts takes
Allegro Appassionato, Saint-Saens
place tonight in the auditorium of Apres un reve.
Gabriel Faure
Franz Schubert
the Universalist Church, at 8.15 The Bee.
Tarantella,
Alfredo Piatti
o’clock, the artists to be Kurtz and
Mr. Kurtz
Nadelmann, ’cello and piano.
DR. VERNON McCO.MBS
Edmund Kurtz has taken his
place with the handful of great
Word has just been received in
’cello v.rtuosi of world renown. Rockland of the death of Dr. Ver
Eminent conductors, including Tos non McCombs, of 5202 Townsend
canini and Koussevitzky. have avenue, Los Angeles. Dr. McComb’s
chosen him as soloist in the great wife will be remembered as Eva
works for ’cello and orchestra, and White, whose father. Rev. Fred E
UNION GIRL WEDS IN OHIO
audiences in the leading cities of ! White was pastor of the Meihodist
Dayton. Ohio—On March 23, at
the world have acclaimed him in i Church in Rockland from 1896 to the Central Y.MjC.A. chapel. Miss
recital. His appearances this past 1900 when the family moved to Arlene Young became the bride of
Winter have won excellent reviews ' Minnesota.
W lliam G. Williams, Jr.
from the leading critics.
The bride is the daughter of
Dr. McCombs died at the HuntLeo Nadelmann is well-known, 1 ington Hospital in Pasadena. A na- Mr and Mrs. Quincy Young of
both as a composer and pianist. | live of Parker’s Prairie, Minn., he Union. Maine, and Mr. Williams is
He was born in Switzerland, grow I had lived in California 40 years.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
ing up in Basie, the city on the
Dr. McCombs formerly was su- Williams of Port Wayne. Indiana.
Rhine near the junction of the i perintendent of the Latin-AmeriRev. Paul Kinsel performed the
Swiss, French and German border.- ■ can Mission of the Methodist double-ring ceremony.
His stud es were begun with Felix Church of the Southern CaliforniaThe br.de was given in marriage
Weingartner. later going to Rudolf Arizona Conference. He was cred by her brother. Edward Young of
Serkin and in Germany with Ar ited with founding the Spanish Yellow Springs, Ohio. Miss Maxine
thur Schnabel. His professional American Institute at Gardena, the Coffey was maid of honor and
debut was made in Berlin at the Plaza Community Center in Los Ralph Eister was bestman,
age of 19. Mr. Nadelmann came Angeles and the Goodwill Indus
Mrs, W lliams is employed at
to this country shortly after the tries in Los Angeles.
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
close of the war. He has given
He leaves his wife Mrs. Eva and Mr. Williams is Dayton office
several New York recitals, and White McCombs; two sons, Fred manager of the Sal Fayne Co.
this season has been accompanist G. of Vallejo and Kenneth M ,ol They are bo’h active in the young
for Mr. Kurtz on his tour of the I.os Angeles; a daughter, Mrs. An adult program at the Central
United States and Canada.
ita Hutson of Glendale; six grand Y.M.C.A.
A review of one of his New York children and a sister.
See the latest styles in Purs and
recitals places him as an uncom
There will be a game party at Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
monly thoughtful musician, incapa
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
ble of playing in a careless or ex the G.A R. Hall at 2 p m. Friday,
1-tf
sponsored
by
the
CivJ
War
Me

citable fashion. In speaking of
104-Th-tf .'siibsrrlbo to 17ic Conrlor-Gasette
Mr. Nadelmann's own work, which morial Association
he played at this recital, the re
viewer spoke of it as neatly made
and reflecting his sane outlook.
It would seem fortunate that
Rockland is to have these two g ft.
ed artists who are known both here
and in Europe in such high stand
ing.
Following is the program Mr.
Kurtz and Mr. Nadelmann will
present:
Toccata,
Girolamo Frescobaldi
Adagio and Allegro,
Luigi Boccherini
Rondo,
Carl von Weber
Mr. Kurtz
Ballade in A-flat major, No. 3.
Frederic Chop-n
Waltz in C-sharp minor.
If You Have Been Anxiously Awaiting Certain Colors
Frederic Chopin
Fireworks,
Claude Debussy
and Special Serving Pieces, Now Is the Time to
Mr. Nadelmann
Capriccio. Opus 8, Paul Hindemith
Habanera.
Maurice Ravel
Get Them While Stock is Complete.

OPEN HOUSE
Song of the Black Swan,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Orlando
He tor Villa-Lobos
Arthur Benjamin
Keating will hold open house at
Mr. Kurtz
their Appleton home Saturday
from 2 to 5 and 7 to 9 in observ Sonata in G-minor, Opus 19.
Rachmaninoff
ance of their 25th wedding anni
Lento-Allegro moderate.
versary.
Allegro scherzando,

1

! ' '■

Meets In Auburn

GLADIATOR with ground grip
soles, makes every foot-thrust
count. There’s stamina too, in
the Shockproof \rch Cushion
and Cushioned Insole, the ArchSupporting stays. Scientific FootFilling La-t. cool duck uppers.
Washable. Brown or black.

Mcu'a, hoys",

little boys*.

GIRLS — LADIES

©Kcdss
TteSfoiofCbafient

3IO MAIN ST. — fiOCKLAND
I). J CHISHOLM, Prop.

$8.-$12.-$15

Correctly Designed To Help

Protect the Foot.

$2.95 to $4.50

$2.95 to $4.95

Qualify Shot Shop

WINTER
COATS

McLAIN’S
SHOE STORE
432 MAIN ST„

ROCKLAND

This smash hit take-’em-quick bargain is on our floor for you to see—and grab!

»

HARFORD-SEAVEY NUPTIALS

THOMASTON
News *nd Social Items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MBS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 11S-S

Miss Marjorie Mann of Orland
is spending a few days with Mr
and Mrs. Aaron Clark.
The Contract Club will meet
Friday afternoon with Mrs. Fred
Overlock.
Mr. and Mrs. David Allen and
Robert Lewis have returned tc
Petersham, Mass, after visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lewis.
Donald Day and his friend, Mr
DeWitt, who are employed at
Brewer’s Dairy, Augusta, were re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs Fer
dinand Day.
The
Cheerful
Home-Muktrs
made a tour of the Cement Plant
Monday, returning to the home ol
their leader, Mrs. Allan Robbins
Anita Kalloch and Alfreda Bennei
served
refreshments.
Thursday
they will meet at Mrs. Robbins
house at 1030 to go on a hike.
Mrs. Goldie Price. Bos'on, is
guest of her sister. Miss Margaret
Young, for the week-end.
Pythian Sisters
meet Fridaynight with refreshments after me
meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Burton ol
Monhegan are visiting in Camden
and Thomaston.
Miss loanne Young and Miss
Emily Smith, students ol Gorham
College are spending their recess
with their parents, Mrs. Hazel
Young, and Capt. and Mrs. Dana
Smith.
The We Two Club enjoyed a
spaghetti supper at the home oi
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence Shesler
on Hyler street Monday night
Others on the committee were Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Keizer, Mr. and
Mrs. Irving Bracy. Members pre
sent besides IhOse mentioned were
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lawry, Mr
and Mrs. Walter Aooott, Mr. ano
Mrs .Lawrence Carroll, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Warren Everett, Mr. and
Mrs. Forest Stone, Mr and Mrs
Richard Woodcock, Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Grafton, Mr. and Mrs
Warren Knights, Mr. and Mrs
Herbert Turner, Dr. and Mrs. E. R
Moss.
There will be a public card party
Thursday night at 7.45. sponsored
by Williams-Brazier Post, Ameri
can Legion Auxiliary. Tickets will
be purchased at the door. Refresh
ments will be served with a door
prize and individual table prize
for high score.
Mrs. Leona Starrett entertained
the Beta Alpha Monday night at
her home on Knox street wtih 33
members present.
Miss Marion
Pickard was guest of honor at a
kitchen shower, receiving manyuseful gifts. Miss Pickard read an
AT YOUR SERVICE
THE

JON-TILL STUDIO
Portraits — Weddings
Commercial Photography

original poem by Mrs. Leona Star
rett. Miss Pickard is living at Nor
man Kalloch's apartment on Mam
street.
Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Moss and
sons, Roy. Edward and William
left Wednesday morning for Ev
erett and Brookline. Mass., where
they will spend the week-end, re
turning Sunday night.
Mrs. Byron Halm of Somerville
Miss Annabel Williams of Salem
and Mrs. Bernice Stroetcel ol
Geneseo, now a student at Har
vard College, plan to drive tc
Thomaston for the holiday ana
pend a few days with Mrs. Nellie
H Starrett, School street. They
will visit Mis. Marie B. Singer
who is hour mother at Bates Col
lege, Lewiston.

CAMDEN
MISS HELEN M. RICH
(Correspondent
Telephone 2214
There will be a waste paper drive
in Camden Tuesday, April 24, in
observation of Clean-up Week,
proceeds to be given to the Play
ground Committee to help pur
chase playground equipment.
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Westerfield
plan to spend the next several
months in England.
Mrs. John Taylor has returned
home from a Winter's visit with
her son-in-law and daughter. Mr
and Mrs. Frank Hart, in New
Castle. Del.
Mrs. Hart is visiting her son and
his wife, Mr. and Mrs Jolin Hart,
Union street.
Mrs. Gilbert Laite and son Keryn
are visiting in Boston and Newburyport, Mass., this week.
Mrs Margaret Shea and daugh
ters are spending the week in Bos
ton.
Miss Barbara Tounge is visiting
her grandmother, Mrs. Robinson, in
North Reading, Mass.
'Mrs. Marion Green won first
prize at the Grange whist party.
Saturday night: Mrs. Della R ch
ardson cf Rockland, the second;
and Mrs. Louise Dunbar, the con
solation.
Stores generally, in Camden and
Rockport, will be cloved Thursday.
April 19. in observance of Patriots’
Day, according to a poll taken by
the Merchants' Committee of the
Camden-Rockport Chamber
of
Commerce.
Herbert E. Knight
Herbert E. Knight, 77. of Rock
land, died Friday night in Rock
port. He was torn in Lincolnville,
son of Ephraim and Lucy Clark
Knight. He is survived by several
cousins.
Funeral services were
held at the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home Monday afternoon. Inter
ment was in Belfast.

For Appointments or Information

TELEPHONE 543
Proprietor Joel Tootill
POST OFFICE BOX 682

ROCKLAND, ME.

Little Boys’ Eton Suits, Seer
sucker and Plaid Denim. $3.95 and
$4 50 Children’s Specialty Shop.
375 Main street, over Paramount
Restaurant.
47-48

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

ON NEW ENGLAND
' HOTELS
In Other

Tues3ay-Tfiursaay-SaTiJT(!ay 4

Rockland Courier-Gazette. Thursday, April 19,1951
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A. In who* New Hompthir. town it Dartmouth

Cities

College located? •• In what Maitachuteni town
ie longfellow't “Waytide Inn"? C. How far it
Skowhegan, Me., from the Manger Hotel, Boston?

NEW YORK
Ihe Vanderbilt

The Windsor

Boston's newest hotel is gradually taking on a “new look ’.
A restyling program is now underway Io add to your tomforl
ond convenience, so switch to the Monger on your next trip
ond see the difference You'll like the Bay State Cocktail
lounge too.

38*80
RAPIDS
Michi|>n
The Howe
ROCHfSHR.N.V.
The Rochester

W * Heebel Sen Mgr

Info,
mabon Booklet, Phons
CAp.tol 7 4949 of Wr.fe
For N«$«rvof'on».

WASHINCTON.O.C.
the Hamilton
The Hoy-Adams
The Annapolis

Poitol Sfo

127, Boston

Vlr. and Mrs. .1. Stoness llarfurd (Miss Dora Elizabeth Seavey of
Boston and Port Clyde.

Recently at a candlelight cere
mony in the Wollaston Methodist
Church, Miss Dora Elizabeth Sea
vey of Boston and Port Clyde,
daughter of Mrs. Fred Severance
Seavey and the late Mr. Seavey be
er me the br de of J. Stoness Har
ford. son of Mr. and Mrs. C Gor
don Harford of 22 Stoney Brae
Road. Wollaston, Mass. Rev. Wal
ter S. Dobbie of Canton, N. Y . of
ficiated at his nephews wedding
ceremony, assisted by Rev. Victor
V. Sawyer, pastor.
Given in marriage by her uncle,
Fred D Hooper, the bride wore a
ballerina-length gown of Chantilly
lace over satin with a matching
lace headdress trimmed with seed
pearls. She carried a white Bible
with a marker of Eucharist lilies,
camellias and stephanotis.
Miss Eleanor Collins of Barre,
Vt., maid of honor wore a ballerina
length gown of blue lace and net
w.th a matching headdress and
mitts and carried a Colonial bou
quet of brandywine roses and blue

Wildlife Dawn East
Carl Buckheister. Director,
Telling Folks In Other
States About Audu
bon Camp
Carl W Buchheister, director of
the Audubon Camp of Maine and
vice president of the National Au
dubon Society, left on another
good-will mission as an Audubon
Screen Tour lecturer through the
States of Kentucky, Tennessee, In
diana, Georgia and North and
South Carolina. Mr. Buchheister
illustrates his talks with a fullcolor film titled "Wildlife Down
East,” which shows the picturesque
coast of Mane around Muscongus
Bay with its abundant w ldlife.
The home of the Audubon Camp
of Maine is the Todd Wildlife
Sanctuary on Hog Island. Muscon
gus Bay, near Damariscotta. As
director, Mr. Buchheister heads a
staff of experienced instructors in
nature subjects. During the Sum
mer months men and women from
all parts of the country come to
Audubon Camp to learn more about
birds, mammals, insects, plants and
marine life and the interdepend
ence of all living things. School
teachers, scout leaders, doctors,
lawyers, housewives and others
with insatiable curiosity about the
plant and animal world enjoy two
week sessions with skillful guides
who open up a fascinating new
world to them. Many of these men
and women are youth leaders in

Chose New Officers

Washington PTA Elects Mrs.
Myrtle Kirkpatrick As
President
New officers for the ensuing year
were elected at P.T.A. meeting at
Razorville schoolhouse the night
of April 12. Nominating commit
tee: Mrs. Louise Ames, Mrs. Evelyn
Sidelinger. and Mrs. Marion Jones
presented the following candidates:
Mrs. Myrtle Kirkpatrick, president;
Mrs. Alma Jones, vice preldent:
Mrs. Myra Turner, secretary, and
Mrs. Marion Jones, treasurer. All
were elected by unanimous vote.
Installation will be at Grange
Hall, the night of March 10, with
Mrs. Pauline Talbot of Rockland,
third vice president of Maine Con
gress of Parents and Teachers, in
vited to be installing officer. On
the supper committee are Mrs.
Louise Ames and Mrs. Gertrude
Jones.
Much correspondence relative to
State Convention, May 3 and 4, at
Lewiston was discussed and the
treasurer was instructed to send
money for three delegates, un
named as yet
Mr. Gray, superintendent of
schools, was asked to hold a meet,
ing with school committee, teach
ers and two P.TA. members, Mrs
Myrtle Kirkpatrick and Mrs. Alma
Babb to discuss spending of play
ground project fund of around $75
for the schools.
New plans for membership drive
for first week in May were dis
cussed with Mrs. Gertrude Jones,
Mrs. Harriet Jones, and Mrs. Myra
Turner as committee to select Items
of worthwhile projects PTA had
accomplished to make Into a mem
bership drive bulletin to be sent
around to parents and all interest,
ed people. Prizes this year will be
$2 to each room and a grand prize
of M to the room securing greater
number of members over last year
Mrs. Rosa Hutchins.

DANCE
SOUTH THOMASTON

Something new in Lionism in this area came to pass Wednesday as the Rockland club inducted a can
didate of the Camden club at the request of the vacation town group who is having a vacation as far aa
meetings go for two weeks. Left to right are. Rev. Haig J. Nargesian of St. Thomas Church, Camden, the
candidate; President Charles Lowe of Ihe Camden Club: President Keith Goldsmith of the Rockland Club 1
and Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon, member of the Rockland Club.

SHE MEETS A LOWLY FATE
Sch. James A. Webster Wil! Be Used As
“Filler” Instead Of Marine Museum

RUMMAGE

SALE

PRICES ARE LOW AT

BOBILL’S

Little Fig Pork Roast.. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .51

Pork Chops .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . lb. .55

Pig s Liver.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . lb. .39

Fancy Fowl, Pete Edwards’ .. . lb. .51

Cello Roll Sausage, Armour’s . . lb. .43

WALDO

THEATRE

Bologna

IDENTICALLY
MATCHED COLORS
HOW! Three Finishes
ell in the Seme Colors
Room* look more attractive and spacious
when they are completely painted in the tame
color . . , except ceiling. Wall* in Flat Finish
Woodwork, Window Sash, Radiators in
Semi-Gloss or High Gloss.

FLATLUX • SATIN-lUX • GLOS-LUX
FIATWAU

SEMI.OtOSS

HIGH OIOSS

THE SAME COLORS IN FLAT...SEMI-GLOSS OR HIGH GLOSS

STUDLEY
HARDWARE
CO
MAIN ST.,
TEL. 20,
THOMASTON, ME.

8.30 to 12.00
DOOR PRIZES WEEKLY
Music By

CHARLIE WOODCOCK

Pressed Ham .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .59

in

CAMDEN THEATRE

“BLUE BLOOD”

Shows at 2.00—7.00—9.00

In Cinecolor
the story of a race horse
Also on the Program
JOE PALOOKA

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Laughs Galore with
Jintnn Durante. Dan O'Connor

“THE MILKMAN”
SATURDAY

behind- the-scenes

atory of the man
90 many women

loved!

in

“THE SQUARED CIRCLE”

“ROGUE RIVER”

COMING SUNDAY

“ROOKIE FIREMAN”

“The Lemon Drop Kid”

plus

COGJM6U WCTU8ES presents

VALENTINO
W

ROCKLAND^

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
2.00—8.30—8.30

Th« lo»os and Times ol Rudolph Volentmo

» EBWKRD 9IMI

HI
ANTHONY UEXTER

lidiail Cidtn
me Cgliu

THE WEST’S MOST DARING TRAIN ROBBERY!

.IBB lilts

It*. Mt*

Danger and terror ride the rails...with a fortune
in gold as the prize!

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

New and Old Fashioned Dances
Adm. 50c tax inc.
2-Th-tf

If You Live To Be a Hundred
. . . You'll Never Forget

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS
For All Chrysler Make Cara
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
DeSoto
Also Dodge Job-Rated
Truck Parts

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
I-tf

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . lb. .49

Armour’s Frankfurters.. .. .. .. .. . lb. .49

GRANGE HALL
EVERY THURSDAY

to Montroville "Jum" Smith, dockmaster at Port Washington, this
arrangement permitted the Webster
to carry large cargoes of granite
along the New England coastline.
But James Cowens, 80, who once
operated five oyster boats in Man
hasset Bay when it was known as
Cow Bay. recalled the Webster'
carrying brick from a yard on 1
Harts Island to Patchogue and
other Long Island ports 65 years
ago. With full sails the Webster
made 10 or 12 knots, he said. A
motorboat butter the Webster along
on the Weissmantel excursion par
ties in still weather.
The James A. Webster was built
at South Brooksville in 8190.
—Herald Tribune.

delphinium.
C. John Harford of New Orleans
was best man for his brother. The
j Port Washington, L. I.—a 75-i into the harbor mud. So many
ushers included Lawrence Holt of
year-old derelict schooner, the terms of the lease had been violated
Lynnfield and Herbert Soini of
James A. Webster, which was in- that last April the town board can
Quincy.
'
tended to become a marine museum, celled the lease and claimed a $1000
A reception at the “County Fare,"
i will instead be filled with rock bal- cash bond defaulted in the failure
Hingham, followed the ceremony
; last in a waterfront improvement to improve the property.
The bride', mother wore a steel
Seen at slack tide yesterday, the
along Shore Road, where her rot
blue crepe gown trimmed with im
James
A. Webster squatted at the
ting
hulk
is
beached
on
the
sloping
ported lace with pink accessories ,
I water's edge, her rusty anchor
mud flats.
and a corsage of pink roses. The
bridegroom’s mother was gowned in
Interment of the Webster, which - swinging inappreciably from a
rose-colored lace with matching
| once carried, by various accounts, hawsepipe. Sown in the shiny mud
accessories and a corsage of pink ana. Missouri, Michigan and Ohio Vermont granite, Maine lumber, or 1 around her were baby buggies and
speaking to thousands of people. Long Island contracting supplies, or tricycles, their wheels askew, and
rose buds.
The bride is a graduate of St In addition to the birds and other fished the Grand Banks, will begin the skeletons of power boats. A
George High School and Burdett wildlife shown in the “Wildlife next month, according to Henry A. J forest of pilings, green with slime,
College. Mr. Harford prepared at Down East’’ film, Mr Buchheister Sahm, supervisor of North Hemp- i grew from the shallow water along: side.
Thayor Academy and Chauncey depicts the great fisheries of Maine ’ Btead.
METHODIST CHURCH
The tall pink masts, their shrouds
Hall and is a graduate of Massa and tells the romantic story of the
The Webster, an 86-foot twostill
taut,
were
stepped
far
apart,
SATURDAY, APRIL 21
chusetts Institute of Technology, development of today’s famed Maine master. whose battered condition
where he was a member of Sigma lobster industry. On these trips I cannot influence her still regal to give the long foreboom access
9.30 A. M.
Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
46-47
former Audubon Campers greeted I lines, was eased down the New to the center wall, now covered
The bridegroom’s parents were him to reminisce about days spent i England coast three years ago. Her over with peeling slats. According
married 28 years ago on the same on the coast of Maine. In all parts owner. William R. Weissmantel. of
date, by the same minister, Rev. ' of the country Mr. Buchheister Port Washington, outfitted the galWalter S. Dobbie.
I finds it easy to awaken an interest ! leyway with bunks, and every SatI in a vacation trip “down Maine.’’ ■ urday embarked with a chartering
“The question I am most often [party to zigzag for a week across
their own communities and are
better able to present nature and asked," states Mr. Buchheister. "is the Sound, with overnight stops at
conservation subjects to nature whether all of Maine is as beauti I ports in Connecticut and Long
ful as the scenes In my ’Wildlife Island.
5
Store Hours—Open from 8.00 A. M. to 9.00 P. M.
groups on their return home.
Including Sundays.
Mr. Buchheister believes that Down East' film. Then I tell them ] By an unusual Colonial grant, “a ■
it is important to the future se about sailing off Bar Harbor, fish certaine quantity of Lands with . . .
curity of this country as a leader ing in the Rangeley Lakes, or tour ] the Havens. Harbors. Creeks, Wood
of nations to protect and preserve ing through the great forest and land. Marshes and all other appur
our wildlife and other natural re lake regions where it Is still pos tenances thereunto belonging" were
sources. "There are constant pres sible to see deer, an occasional patented to North Hempstead in
sure.- of commercialism upon our moose or even a black bear. I'm 1644. so that the township in 1949
national parks and w.lderness certain that many of these people leased to Mr. Weissmantel an un
areas,'’ Mr. Buchheistcr explains, will choose the State of Maine as derwater site for his schooner.
“and in bringing to Audubon Camp their vacation destination one of
But the James A. Webster Cor
in Maine individuals in a position these days.’’
poration settled on financial rocks,
to undertake conservation leader
while the James A. Webster settled
ship in their own communities, we
believe that we are awakening the
public to the urgency of conserving
WALDOBORO—TEL. IM
our natural heritage. The selec
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinee*
TODAY-FRI.-SAT.
tion of the coast of Maine as a field
Saturday at 2.M. Sunday at 3.M
laboratory for the National Audu
The greatest romantic idol
bon Society has given us an ideal
LAST TIMES TODAY
. . . of the most fabulous
habitat in which to work
THURSDAY, APRIL 19
Mrs. Buchheister an ardent ama
Bette Davis, Barry Sullivan
era in all screen history!
teur naturalist, accompanies her
Jane Cowl In
husband to Audubon Camp in
“PAYMENT ON DEMAND”
NOW
Maine to serve as hostess.
FLAVINS
FRI.-SAT., APRIL 20-21
Last Fall Mr. Buchheister toured
Double Feature
the States of Iowa, Illinois. IndiThe Intimate,
BILL WILLIAMS. JANE NIGH

ANSWERS TO QUIZ

(a) Hanover
(b) South Sudbury
(c) 201 mile*

Camden Lion Inducted by Rockland

2

I HOWARD da SILVA
c a. BEC.iOtO 1? B08C •

Mon tssa * itomm it |
tt tU8»fY SC8WCX la

Mill MUCUS RICHARD MSEHART
BARBARA BEL GEODES DEBRA PAGET

Sliced Bacon.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . lb. .49
Cloverbloom Butter .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .73
Oleo.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs. .59
Baked Beans.. .. .. .. .. .. 2 large cans .39
Succotash .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 cans .33
Soups, Vegetable.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 cans .21
Vegetable, Beef
Chicken
2 cans
.29
Chicken Noodle
Tea Bags, 48 count.. .. .. .. .. .. .. pkg. .29
Bobill’s Coffee.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .81
Fish Bits.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . Ib. .25
Sardines .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 cans .27
Kippered Snacks.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 cans .27
Squash, Blue Hubbard.. .. .. .. .. . Ib. .05
Potatoes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . pk. .39
Large Navel Oranges.. .. .. .. .. .. .. doz. .49
Large Cukes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . each .19
Spinach, cello pkg.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg. .21
Celery.. .. .. .. .. .. . large double bunch .27

You Can Have Your Orders Delivered For 25c, within City Limits
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

BOBILL’S MARKET

NEWS — CARTOON — STRANGER IN LIGHTHOUSE

Corner Broadway and Pleasant Street

Today, “Mystery Submarine,” “Insurance Investigator”

TELEPHONE 1218

—1

SEARSMONT

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once tor 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each (or each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
wards te a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called, L e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for handline, co®1 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH

No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and ns book
keeping will be maintained (or these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five To a Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LOBSTER Boat, 30* for sale,
HOUSEHOLD Furnishings for
DeSoto engine. CHARLES SIM sale. Reasonable. E. G. VENNER,
MONS, Rockport.
45'47 Radio Station, Cushing.
47*49

AJFRJCAN Violets, 5 varieties in
AT Omer Searles Barber Shop.
blossom; Geraniums; Begonias; Service with or without conversa
Impatiens; Petunias, etc. DEAN'S tion. Ample Parking; 210 SO.
NURSERY, 325 Old County Rd
Main St.
47*49
46-48
BOAT for sale, 12” with oars and
QUALITY—Strawberry Plants for 3 h. p. outboard motor $100, also
sale. Large fibrous rooted. State in a table model, Cream Separator,
spected. Howard 17, Temple, Fair- *20, and 2 churns. All in good
land, Fairfax, Sparkle, Catskill, 100, condition. EH LAND JURA, War
*3; 1000, *20; 10.000 $18; Great ren. Tel. 8-4.
47* lt
Bay, 100, *6; 1000, *30; Gem EverDRILL
Press,
Shot
Gun,
Vacuum
bearing. 100, *4; 1000 *26. Sprayed
and fumigated, freshly dug, post Spot Light, .22 Rifle, Mahogany
paid. Folder free. SYLVESTER Table for sale. Inquire at 93 Elim
& SKINNER, Belfast, Me. Tel. St.. Camden or TEL. 2152. 47-lt
MP-W4.
46-72
FOUNDATION Large Lot for
FORD Panel. 1950, for sale; ex sale. Barn, enough lumber to
cellent condition, R.&H.
TEL. build. DR REUTER Tel. 233.
47*49
1461-M alter 6 p. m.
46*48
ONE Nat. Cash Register for sale,
SMALL House Trailer, furnished,
(Or sale, *300. HOWARD AVERY, lc to $9.99; chg. Rc. Pd. Keys, $76
Box 41, Rockland, Me.
46*48 McLAlN SHOE STORE, Tel.
374-W.
47-49
DODGE ton Pick-up for sale;
18,000 miles, *650. BICKNKLLB
FOR SALE
HARDWARE
46-48
In Camden, an attractive House
LTVE Bait, smelts and minnows of 5 rooms, bath, cemented base
for sale. B. BICKMORE, 129 Ran ment and garage, $4800
See F. H. WOOD, Court House,
kin St. Tel. 368-R.
46*48
Rockland.
47-48
FARM of eight rooms for sale.
Bath, barn, brooder house, new
hen house, 86 acres land, beauti
ful view, *6000
EARL G. SIM
MONS, West Meadow Rd., City Tel.
1333-J.
46*51
Let Us Give You An Estimate
On Laying a Beautiful, Smooth
CHEVROLET
Fleetline
Car
Floor That Is Easy To
(1947) for sale. Will trade, terms if
Take Care Of
desired. Call at 161 LIMEROCK
ST.
46*48
WE SELL
LAWN Mowers for sale, lowest
ARMSTRONG CONGOLEUM—
price in Me. Rugged construction,
NAIRN, BIRD’S
fully guaranteed. Only *12.95. Mail
FELT BASE, INLAID, RUBBER
orders filled. BITLER CAR &
FLOORS
HOME SUPPLY, 470 Main St.,
Guaranteed Installations.
Rockland.
46-48
TEL. 939
BE prepared for Summer with
Burrowes all-aluminum combination
Screen and Storm Windows. Good
for life. E. T. LONG. Tel. 8230
daytime; 1503 evenings .
44tf
579 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
FORD V-8 1%-ton Truck for sale.
46-T-58
New engine. *100. Take it away
C. E. GROTTON.
44tf

ROUGH FLOOR?

United
Home Supply Co.

ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
SUPPLIES

SERVICE

BLECTROLUX COMPANY
TEL. 269-R,

ROCKLAND, ME.

46-48

CHEVROLET 14-ton Pick-up,
1948, for sale, in good condition.
Write "CHEVROLET,” % The
Courier-Gazette.
43*48
FOR SALE
Nice 5 to 6 weeks old Pigs.
LEONARD'S PIGGERY,
Rockville, Me

47-49
BARRELS for sale. Useful for
floats, bait; Range Oil and Cider;
also two quart Bottles, Rubber
Stoppers, Chains, Nails, Paint,
second-hand Pipe and Iron. MOR
RIS GORDON & SON, 6 T St.
39 tf
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale;
Howard 17, Catskill, Temple and
Sparkle.
State Inspected and
sprayed, *2 per 100; *18 1000. C OD
orders filled. LEROY LUCE, WashIngtonMe Tel. 9-14.
41*51
BICYCLES for sale, rebuilt, new
tires and paint.
One-half new
price.
RAYE’S CRAFT SHOP,
Prescott St., City._____________ 46*51

QUALITY FUEL OILS
Range, Fuel and Diesel Olla,
Motor Otto and Greases,
Cities Service Gasoline

THURSTON PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS CO.
THURSTON’S WHARF
M TILLSON AVE.,
TEL. SM
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

HEN Crates and lawn chairs for
ale. Window screens and screen
core made to order. FRANK
XXAMB, 6 Water St., Thomaston
38*49
THREE City Homes for sale. One
1th 12 acres of land. V. F. STUDETY, Rockland. Tel. 1234.
28tf

SEVEN-ROOM House with bath
)r sale. Inquire 41 ADMONTEM
VE. No Information by phone
146tf

POR SALE—Have a few used
bite Oil and Gao Oomblnatlor
owes, Some Black Stoves, with OL
men, Electric Store, Used Deet
eeae, Electric Washers, and Eiecc Refrigerators, that I will sel
sap. If you are looking for tom*
sd stuff, we hare lt at prices you
a afford to pay. I also hare I
aaonabty-priced Farms that 1
11 sell. Whatever you need, se*
der.
HAROLD
B.
KALER
sshington, Me. Tel. 8-ffi Open
I days every year.___________49U
WE have some reasonably-priced
ed can for sale. H you do not
mt to buy one, perhaps you bar*
e to sell. We buy, and sell, Ac
ne hone trading, sell on time
yments, In fact we do anything
please. HAROLD B. KALER
ahlngtoo, Me. Tel. 8-26.
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HOUSE Trailer for sale; 17 ft. all
aluminum, mobile, Sportsman, also
two flat-bottom boats, one 12 ft.,
and one 14 ft. HOWARD PROC
TOR ... Lake avenue. Tel. 846
47*49

UNIVERSAL, wood, oil or gas
combination Kitchen Range for
sale; practically new; 32 GREEN
ST., Thomaston.
47*49
AMMUNITION! 30-30's, 32 Spe
cial, 38-55 etc. Get yours now,
while our stock is complete. BITLER'S CAR & HOME SUPPLY,
Main St.
47-49
END Heater for sale. Complete
with oil burner and water coil, price
exceptionally low. Call at 38
CHESTNUT ST.
46-48
STRAWBERRY Plants, Premier
and Sparkle for sale. W. C. LUF
KIN, Glen Cove, Rt. 1, Rockland.
46*48
“FOR SALE”
The Mrs. Levi Berry House, lo
cated 29 Gay St.. Rockland, has
6 rooms with bath, furnace heat.
Tax 1950 was $57.00, 3'i tons coal
heats the house. The price is $5500
No. less. This will make some one
a nice comfortable home.
Thanks for reading.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG,
163 Main St.,
Tel. 730,
RocklandMe.
46tf
REAL ESTATE
Nine-room House with apart
ment, excellent location, modem
improvements and in good repair.
Should go to G. I. $6500.
4-room House with flush; very
neat and in good repair. Near cen
tral location. $1800.
115 acres with long frontage on
St. George River; about 25 acres
of fields, some blueberry land and
pulp. Good 8-room house With
bath, steam heat and cemented
basement $8500.
At Spruce Head, a good 5-room
house with garage and garden land.
Good location for fisherman, $2000.
See
F. H. WOOD,
Court House,
Rockland
46-48
BRICKS for sale. Myrtle St.
Job. TEL. 8897 or 921-R.
46*46
ICE Chest, 100 lb. size, good
condition for sale, $10; H. D. 30 gal.
Galv. H.W. Tank with fittings, $10;
50 gal. oil barrel with faucet. $5.00,
both nearly new. TEL. 28, Ten
ant’s Harbor.
45*47
EVERYTHING in Lumber from |
6x6 sills to finished lumber, for
sale, also hot air furnace, stairs
including bannister. Myrtle street
job. TEL. 8897 or 921-R. 45*47
PLASTIC,
Aprons, Curtains,
Dishes, etc., for sale. FRANCIS
DEAN, 7 Achom St.
45*47
ROW Boat for sale. FRANCES
DEAN, 7 Achom St.
'45*47
■I
DOUBLE Tenement House at 5i
Gleason St. Thomaston, for sub;
about an acre of land and mal)
bam
If you naed a bngt,
this ls a fine Investment Contact
H B, KALER, Waahlngton. Tel.

ORFF’S CORNER

Mr. and Mrs. William Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Aldus and
Mrs. Richard Goebel attended the who were on their honey moon,
Neighborhood Night meeting at spent a few days with his parents
Mr .and Mrs. Hubert Lawrence.
Grand View Grange April 9.
Edward Wall and Marlin Wall of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bardsley,
Sr., were visitors In Bangor April South Bristol were recent callers
11. and called on Lieut. Col. J. El 1 at Albert Elwell’s.
Mrs. Ella Haskell of Pownal was
Connor at the Dow Field Air Base
guest of Mrs. Lora Dolham last
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Higgins
week.
and daughter. Patty of Auburn
Mrs. Ekiwin Hussey and son
and Miss Alice Higgins of Belfast
Henry and Mrs. Louise Vannah ot
were week-end guests of Mrs. Ethel
. Winslow Mills were callers of Mrs
Butler.
Calvin Elwell on Wednesday.
Mrs. Harleth Davis reports these
Mrs. Calvin Bragg attended a
pupils not absent In her room for birthday party for her grand
the third nine weeks of school: daughter Linda Bragg in Noble
Gerald Beveridge, Steven Hmen- boro on Thursday. Linda was three
way Second Grade; Roberta Free years old.
man, F*irst Grade.
| Mrs. Lula Jackson, Mrs. Jennie
A closing program cf Moral and Laurence, Mrs. Dorothy Prock and
Religious education in the schools Mrs. Doris Prock were Rockland
of Searsmont. will be held in the visitors on Thursday.
Methodist Church April 23, at 7.46
Mrs. Myron Hutchins was din
p. m. Support the children of the ner guest of Miss Jean Kimball in
community by your attendance. A Augusta on Thursday.
flree-SAiU offering will be taken
Bridal Shower
for the work.
Miss
Jean
Kimball of Augusta
At the PTA meeting, April 20,
at the schoolhouse, the following was given a bridal shower by Mrs
speakers will be heard on careers: Doris Prock and Miss Elizabeth El
Mrs. Perry Wortman of Crosby well on Thursday in honor of her
High School, on teaching; Mrs. approaching marriage to Raymond
Marjorie Sewall, of Haystack Mt. Hutchins of this place. The party
Craft school on Handicrafts; Mrs. was held at Mrs. Frock’s attract
Maria Daniels, R. N. on Nursing; ive new home.
The following attended: Mrs
Sgt. Charles Nadeau, Belfast on
Recruiting. In addition, informa
tion has been obtained from Cas
WANTED
tine Maritime Academy, and Dr.
POSITION wanted as housekeep
Philip Brown, Veterinarian. Mrs.
er for one adult. Write P. O. BOX
Florence Sprowl and Mrs Shirley 531, Rockland, Me.
47-lt
Cunningham will sell sandwiches
ROOFING, Cement and Chimney
for P.TA. at the auction to be held Work wanted. WILLIAM YOUNG
at Lester Shaw’s April 26.
Tel. 1582-M1.
47-49
MAN
wanted
to
work
on
poultry
For social items In The Courierfarm, year-round job; also woman
Gazette. Phone 1044. Cltv.
M for housekeeper. L. B ROKES,
Camden, Me. Tel. Camden 2261.
47tf
FOR SALE
WOMAN wanted to care for aged
UPRIGHT Piano for sale, $35. lady. Some light housework TEL.
TEL 156-M.
47-49 989-W after 5 p. m.
47* lt
Advorttse In The Courier-Gazette ) MAN on poultry farm wanted,
I who can do rough carpenter work.
EGGS & CHICKS C. B. TOLMAN. Tel. Warren 44-5.
46-48
CLEMENTS New Hampshires : HOUSEKEEPER wanted, for el
and White Rocks are excellent for derly man living alone. Modern
hatching egg and broiler meat pro home. TEL. Camden 2309 during
ducers. Bred for extra stamina, working hours or home evenings,
abundant vigor, good meat quality. Camden 513, or write P. O. BOX
Maine-U. S. Approved, Pullorum 68, Camden. Maine. Please give
Clean Also available—Reds, Red- ref.
46-48
Rock (Sex-Link) Pullets, Barred
Crosses. Order now—write CLEM
ENTS BROS. FARMS, Route 33, SALES WOMAN for FINE DRESS
Winterport, Me.
(D)
SHOP
Must be dependable and style
SEX-LINK Pullets for sale, 26c
each, from championship stock, conscious for Better Clothing.
Maine-U S. Approved, Pullorum Sales mindedness, maturity and
clean, Newcastle Immune. Cockerels neatness are Important requisites.
6c each. BYRON MILLS, Waldo Please telephone to discuss your
boro. Tel. 51-3.
48*50 qualifications prior to personal
SEX-LINK Pullets, cockerels or interview. Tel Rockland 1565-R.
46-48
straight-run chicks from Pullorum
clean U. S approved stock, for
sale. MELVILLE W. DAVIS, Dutch i SMALL Children wanted to care
Neck Hatchery Tel. 122-23 Wal | for at my home days; 11 Pleasant
doboro
4-tf St., or TEL. 324-R._________ 46*48
WATCHES, Rings, Radios, AnJ tlques. Clocks and aJl kinds of
COTTAGES
i soldering and jewelry repairs made
COTTAGE to let for months of economically at my watch and
August and September. At Lucia clock repair shop now open at 79
Beach, Ash Point. Cottage plas Main St., Thomaston. Tel. 70-3,
tered, modem conveniences, fire GEOROE WATSON, Watchmaker
45*48
place, four bedrooms. Will sell to and Radiotrician.
right party. W. L CLARK, 9 Sum 1 POSITION wanted by middlener Road, Cambridge, Mass. 44-51 1 aged woman, housework, caring for
sick, cook, chambermaid. Apply in
i person, 91 Union St., MRS. JOHN.
TO LET
SON
45*47
INFANTS and Small Children
THREE Unfurnished Rooms and
bath to let. Inquire 67 TALBOT wanted to care for by day or week.
AVENUE.
47-49 MRS. AIJCE ESTES. State License
city.
TWO 2-room Furnished Apts, to | Practical Nurse, 20 Orange St.,45*47
let; electric kitchen, bath. Inquire
67 TALBOT AVE.
47-49
FURNISHEID Apt. to let. Apply
MANAGERS
to MRS. MAYO, 14 Elm St., City.
(MALE) AND
__________________________ 47-49
ASSISTANT
MANAGERS
FOUR-ROOM Apt. to let; new
Wanted for Chain of
bath, hot water, second floor, pri
Men's and Ladies’
vate entrance, unfurnished. Adults
Apparel Stores in Maine and New
only, $40. P. O. BOX 506 . 46tf
England.
FURNISHED, heated Room to
Some Experience Needed
let, also garage, man preferred.
Write or Phone Frank Weln
TEL 59-M.
46*48
Puritan Clothing Store
LARGE Sunny Room to let,
488 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
kitchen privileges. LUNDELL, 29
TEL. 1260
46-48
45-47
Beech St. Tel. 1116-W.
SMALL Furnished Apartments to
let. Apply in person, 11 JAMBS
WANTED AT ONCE!
ST.
ltf
Any kind of Hardwood in bolts
HEATED and unheated furnished from 48” to 69”, must be sound, 7"
Apts, to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77 or larger, premium prices paid
Park St. Tels. 8060 or 1234. ltf Call or write ATLANTIC MANU
ROOMS, Board by day or week. FACTURING CO. 54 Park St.,
WEBBER'S INN. Tel. 240-3, Thom Rockland. Tel 893
44tf
aston.
ltf
SECRETARY with short-hand
RENT our Floor Sanding Ma and bookkeeping experience wantchines. Do the Job yourself. We ed. Permanent position, 35-hour
tell you how. STUDLEY HARD week. Call for appointment, PER
WARE. Tel. 20, Thomaston,
SONAL FINANCE OFFICE, 356
30tf Main St
44tf
FTVE-ROOM unfurnished Apt., ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
to let, cold water furnished; adults done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
only. Apply BICKNELL'S HDWRE. Union 8t„ Grove St. entrance. Tel
46tf 1680. EVA AMES. _______ 46’51
SANDING Machine and polisher , WASTE Paper wanted, newspa
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer. pers, books, magazines, corrugat
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT ed boxes. Inquire 55 TILLSON
CO.. 440 Main St
2tf AVE., City._____________________ 147tf
I

MISCELLANEOUS

TOP price® paid for all kinds of

junk Iron, steel, metals, batteries
and'rags. MORRIS GORDON &
SON. 6 T St Tel. 123-W.
12tf

LAWN Mowers—Come and see
us about the type of power and
ANTIQUES, Glass. China, Furni
hand mowers that are the most ture. old Paintings, etc., wanted
economical to operate and service. CARL E. FREEMAN. Olen Cove
ltf
We can also save you money on the Tel Rockland 103
purchasing of a Garden Tractor.
EMIL RIVERS. INC . 342 Park St.,
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Rockland.
47tf
Walks, Steps, Posts, Fireplace^
INSTRUCTION
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
PRACTICAL NURSES NEEDED
lar, Veneer. Pier Stone, Wall and
LEARN QUICKLY AT HOME

Spare-time training plan starts
you in interesting career. High
School not needed. Many earn
while learning. Free information.
Write! WAYNE SCHOOL OF
PRACTICAL NURSING, N. S.

TMI % The Couriei-Oasettc.

46*48

Foundation Stone.
Estimates
gladly submitted. No obligation.
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
han A Son), Clark Island, Me.
Tel. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant’s
Harbor 58-11
1-tl

Marion Keene. Mrs. Margaret Hut
chins, Mrs Beatrice Kleinberg.
Mrs. Dorothy Prock, Mrs. Eleanor
Kennedy, Mrs. Lulu Jackson, Mrs
Jennie Lawrence. Mrs Evelyn Mili ler, Mrs. Bessie Borneman, Mrs
! Arthur Childs. Mrs. Ada Elwell.
I Mrs. Lida Creamer, Mrs. Leona E3i well. Mrs. Ella Bragg, Mrs Fannie
i Weaver, Mrs. Virginia Bragg, Mrs
, Janice Orff, Mrs Jean Hickory.
Those unable to attend
but
sending giftswere: Mrs.
Ekina
Jackson, Mrs. Lora Dolham, Mrs
Virginia Light, Mrs. Irene Parlin,
Mrs. Muriel Maxey.

his first birthday the 11th. He had
a cake and lots of presents.
Roy May took his father-in-law
Theodore Buswell to McKinley on
business Thursday. Mrs May anc
son* Roger went along for the trip
Mrs. Beatrice Stockbridge left
for Ellsworth Wednesday to visit
friends. Mr Stockbridge will join
her Sunday. They will go to Boston
where she will enter Lahey clinic
for a check up.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Sprague
were at Bar Harbor last week to
visit Mr. and Mrs. Roy Stanley.
Chester Sprague and son Austin
are working on their weir, getting
ready for the herring season
George Stanley is helping them.
The Minturn School is keeping
Saturdays until they make up
schooling lost when the former
teacher, Frank Libby, fell and in
jured his back.

A BARRELFUL 0F

pennies

Plus 5-Ride Tickets--Maine Central Railroad
Has An Unique Contest

A system-wide 2c a mile contest
was officially opened ty the Maine
Central Railroad Monday in Port
land. The winner of the contest will
receive a complete paid vacation
for two people at Poland Spring.
The contest exhibit, which opened
at Rules Brothers' store in Port
SOUTH HOPE
land, consists of a glass barrel
Joseph Oath is a patient at
filled with pennies and 5-rice tick
Maine General Hospital. Portland.
ets As passenger travel on the
Mrs. Eklith Drinkwater, and baby.
Maine Central Railroad with the
Theresa, were guests of Mr. and
new 5-ride tickets costs two cents
Mrs. Wilbert Taylor, Sunday.
a mile in the State of Maine, the
Leland Hemenway returned to
contestants will guess the number
Newton Center, Mass., Sunday.
of miles they could travel with the
GROSS NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins,
pennies in the glass barrel
accompanied by Mrs. Esther Mc
Mrs. Irvine Genthner, son Fin
Entry blanks are available at
Farland and son, Roscoe, and Wal est and daughter Lois of West
each of the stores as the Contest
ter Lee Drinkwater of Camden, Waldoboro, were dinner guests
visited Sunday with the Carroll Sunday of Mr and Mrs. Arthur
Frost family at Lincolnville.
Poland.
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Harris,
Mrs. Myra Richards of Friend
daughter. Helen, and Mr. and Mrs ship spent the week-end with her
Charles Taylor called on George parents, Mr and Mrs. Melvin
Taylor at Waldo County Hospital. Genthner and family.
Belfast, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of
Mr and Mrs Harold Braley and Thomaston spent Saturday evening
three children of Burnham spent with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday with her father, Hartley Melv.n Genthner and family.
Watts and Mrs. Watts. Mrs Bra
(By Mary Hall)
Mrs. Arthur Poland and two
ley and rivo children were dinner
March has been like Rockland
sons
with
Mrs.
Irvine
Genthner,
guests of Mrs. Chloe Mills.
i in July except there has been no
Sharon Kimball of Rockland is son Finest and daughter, Lois of
fog and only two rainy days We
West
Waldoboro,
were
Rockland
a visitor of the Maynard Bowley
have enjoyed swimming at the
visitors
Saturday.
family.
Lido
again in the warm, calm
Ernest Eugley and Mrs. Ma
The Red Cross met Tes.day with
waters of the Gulf of Mexico. Ev
tilda
Eugley
were
in
I’
ortland
Wed

Mrs Edith Willis.
eryone but us collects sea shells.
A Joint birthday party was given nesday of last week.
They say that there are over 990
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
Foster
and
Saturday night by Mrs. Edith Willis
different species of sea shells here
for her husband, Harvey Willis, and family have been recent guests of
in Sarasota County on its 35 miles
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
McFarland
Mrs. Irene Pushaw. Others pres
of
gulf beaches and 75 miles of long
ent were Harry Pushaw, Mr. and ' and family at New Harbor
shore line. The Lido has a foreign
Mr
and
Mrs.
Albert
Genthner
of
Mrs. Fred Berry, Mr. and Mrs.
look with its Casino Ballroom
Charles Childs, Mr. and Mrs. Leon, South Waldoboro were callers at
fresh water swimming pool, shops
Melvin
Genthner
Saturday.
ard Gyette, and Mr and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Milton Eugley of cabanas, cocktail loggia and manyLarkin Thorndike. Cards were en
I Nobleboro called on his grand other attractions.
joyed and refreshments served.
Everyone is fishing now. There
mother, Mrs. Matilda Elugley and
I s'ster Mrs. Lloyd Foster and fam- has been a great run of mackerel
MINTURN
and the many long bridges near'
Andrew Watson went to Togus ’ ily Thursday of last week.
Mrs. Alden Waltz has been a re here have just been lined with peo
Thursday for observation.
ple fishing. Our neighbor caught 8
Teddy the small son of Mr. and cent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
one day. We have eaten plenty and
Mrs. Theodore Turner, celebrated ; Chute at Dutch Neck.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Elugley and they are good but not as good as
• grandson of West Waldoboro were northern mackerel. We olten go
LOST AND FOUND ! callers at Lloyd Foster's, Monday. over by the bridge to watch them
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Theriault fish and then have a picnic supiter
WHITE, black and tan Fox
Bound found; owner may have of Waterville and Mr. and Mrs. at New Pass Bridge where there
same by identifying and pay.ng for ' Pearl Waltz of Damariscotta have are picnic tables by the Bay. It is
this ad. MAURICE LEONARD, I been recent guests of Mrs. Alden only three miles from here and al
Rockville.
46-48
ter we watched the sun set in the
Waltz.
LARGE Crow-bar lost near State ! Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Foster and Gulf we went over to Neil Doher
sand pile in Rockport on Route 1.
ty’s just across the road, to watch
Reward. Notify W. E. WHITNEY, family were Damariscotta visitors
the full moon rise out of the Bay
R. F. D. 1, Rockport.
45-47 Saturday.
Pearl Simmons and daughter of He certainly has chosen a fine lo
NOTICE—is hereby given of the
loss of deposit book numbered 35115 North Waldoboro visited his par cation for his home.
One day we went out to Long
and the owners, F’reeman Staples ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fiank Sim
and Jennie B. Staples, ask for mons Tuesday.
Boat Key to see a new develop
duplicate in accordance wtih the
ment. They just mow down huge
provisions of the State Law. ROCK
See the latest styles in Furs and tracts of mangroves, dredge out
LAND SAVINGS BANK by Sidney Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
H. Pierce, Treasurer, Rockland. quality, at Lucien K Green & Son canals nearby, and dump the sand
Maine, April 14. 1951.
45*51
1-tf on tap of the mangroves. Then

Exhibit moves over the State. The
exhibit will remain one week at
each point and will cover Portland,
. ta, Water
ville. Pittsfied, Newport, Bangor,
Ell worth, Rockland, Damariscotta,
B.••!: B: :: wi and will close July
14 in Freeport.
A < unmittee of judges will then
count the j -.nnies at a Portland
bank and the winner of the conti
w ill oe announced during the
week ,f July 16 The winner will
enjoy a omplete paid vacation at
Pi
Sprni- Maine, from July
30 throt: h Aug 5. along with a
guest of hi' choice, having the full
facilities of the famous hotel at
their command.

LURE OF THE SOUTHLAND

Rockland Women Are Finding It This Season
In Sarasota, Florida
you have acres of land We went
in a new house '.here.
It had just two bedrooms and a
i i’ll on the first floor, and on the
cond wa- a living room with kitchi•:. :n one end, with a long gallery
outside, all for $35,000 but you
• ould ee water in three directions.
However, there are smaller lots
with canals between, facing the
Bay with their hammocks. This is
on Juan Anarco Drive. You know
Juan Anarco was a scout for De
Soto and wa. shipwrecked there in
1538. I read this on a sign—
Ponce de Leon near this place
fired the first cannon heard in the
new world in 1513.”
We went to the Flower Show
here one night. I was especially
interested in the plants and fruits
—th, our saps, rose apples, lichen
nd mangosteem that now grow In
Florida, for I had eaten them all
in Singapore and Java. They also
had ome orchids, but they couldn’t
be compared to our gorgeous or
chid shows in Hawaii.
We enjoyed the play 'What Ev
ery Woman Knows" as much as
any play that I have seen in New
York or Boston.

For social items in The CourierGazette. Phone 1044. City
tf

Strawberry Plants
Howard 17 (Premier)

HERMAN P. SWEETSER
C UMBERLAND CTR. MAINE
38-82

j

I
!

ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCKS

r

i

(Continuation of Itandard oquipmont and trim illuttrated is dependent on availability of matoriolj

J

Greater on-the-job performance
with these great truck features
GREAT ENGINE FEATURES
• Two Great Engines
• Valve-in-Head Efficiency
• Blue-Flame Combustion
• Power-Jet Carburetor
• Perfected Cooling
• Specialized 4-Way Lubrication
• Thermostatic Heat Control
• Cast Alloy Iron Pistons
GREAT CHASSIS FEATURES
• Wide Range of Springs
• Rugged. Rigid Frames
• Hypoid Rear Axles
• Single-Unit Rear Axle Housings

• New Twin-Action Rear Brakes
(heavy-duty modeli)

• New Dual-Shoe Parking Brake
(h«ovy-dofy model*)

• New Torque-Action Brakes
(light-duty model*)

• Foot-Operated Parking Brake
(model* with 3-speed trammiuioe)

• Large Door Openings
• Side Doors Held Open by OverCenter Stop
• Sturdy Steel Construction
• Unit-Design Bodies
• Pick-UpBodies with FlushSkidStrips

• Insulated Panel Bodies
• Extra-Strong Stake Bodies
• Full-Width Gravel Shield
• One-Piece Fenders
• Counterbalanced Alligator-Jaw
Hood

• Steering Column Gearshift
(model* with 3-ipeed trantmiuion)

• 4-Speed Synchro-Mesh
Transmission
aoduo
MORE

GREAT CAB AND BODY
FEATURES
• New Ventipanes in Cabs
• Flexi-Mounted Cab
• Improved Full-Width Cab Seat
• Seat Adjusts to Proper Eye Level

SEAVIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

CHEVROKTS IN USE

THAN ANY
OTHER TRUCK!

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 19, 1951

THE WALDOBORO LOCKER PLANT

NORTH WALDOBORO

Peter Hildebrandt of New Jer
sey is visiting his daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
White.
Miss Esther Lawson and Miss
Joan Robinson are enjoying the
Senior Class trip to New York.
Mss Rachel Orff was dinner
A little over a year ago we attend i many a housewife breathed a sigh guest Sunday of Maude Mank.
ed the opening of the Waldoboro of relief that the plant would cut,
Mr. and Mrs. Lexton Mank were
Locker Plant, and we got to «or freeze, and wrap her husband's kill
dering the other day how it was without her having to work like the locker plant only occasionally,
doing now. after its full year of mad to get it all "put up" promptly. get out enough frozen foods to stock
Many a woman has told us that a up her home freezer, and then for
operation.
We found first that the plant it fresh venison steak or roast is a get ibeut where her food is coming
self has been improved consider j hundred times better than the from. It is all there, right where
ably. It has two smoke ovens now canned meat she formerly had to she wants it.
Few camps or Summer hotels
instead of one. the land in front J use.
The plant itself took advantage have facilities for bulk food storage,
has been graded somew'hat, and
there were other signs of the growth of the excellent strawberry season and the locker plant takes care of
of a new but progressive business- last year. It bought hundreds of this difficulty. More and more local
more help, better wrapping prod boxes of the fruit, hired a group of Summer enterprises are taking ad
ucts, more butchering facilities, women to clean and process them. vantage of this, and inasmuch as
: and has since been supplying its the plant officials will do the actual
more display equipment, etc
It is clearly the desire of the di customers with home-grown, frozen buying for them on order, they are
rectors that the plant shall first of berries. It has also developed a relieved of everything until the
all afford the people who use its fa new poultry package, featuring time comes to actually take the
cilities the opportunity for better locally-grown specially-boxed chick food out of their lockers and use it.
Even though for this first year
living at cheaper cost. 'And the ens. in cut-up form. This is a new
(venture, but one which looks very their books did not show a profit,
plant has done just that.
What a wonderful thing a locker promising. This is chicken coun it is evident that their policy of
plant could become if we were ever try. and the directors of the plant everybody helping so that everybody
really harassed by an enemy! But feel that they really have a su benefits, is bearing fruit, and gives
every promise of future success, and
even in peace times it is pretty nice perior product to offer here.
We know that many people have for dividends to its stockholders in
to know the satisfaction of good
food, properly processed, properly 1 home freezers, and we wondered due course.
Its general manager has worked
stored, and in sufficient quantities about the economy of the home
In this particular plant, I was freezer and how they work in co day in and day out, without re
told that summary of the first year's operation with the locker. There muneration, except for the satis
figures indicates that a very large seems to be no doubt in anyone's faction of seeing a need in the com
saving, running into thousands of mind that the home freezer is a munity filled and a communitysponsored project succeed. And in
dollars, has been made by the peo fine thing.
The ideal combination seems to George Stern the plant has a
ple using their lockers to store food
they have grown themselves or have be a small home freezer, which can butcher who is second to none.
bought cheaper in larie quantities, be kept stocked with foods to be His formula for sausage meat is ex
and stored for later use.
used in a relatively short period, cellent, and the Company's pre
Last year the locker plant opened supplemented with lockers for bulk scribed formula for smoking meat
up too late for the deer season but storage and for the storing of sur by the use of pure hickory sawdust
this year its facilities were used to pluses during the fruit, vegetable, and at the same time tenderizing
the full, and many a hunter was pork and deer seasons. In this way, the meat, has really been some
glad to bring in his trophy for skin the housewife can figure out her thing “out of this world."—Waldo
ning and proper butchering, and , menus for a while in advance, go to boro Press.

What An Inquiring Reporter Found In This

Fine Institution

Sunday afternoon guests of Mrs.
Isa Teague in Warren.
Mr and Mrs A. W. Winchenbach
of Thomaston were Sunday after
noon callers of Mr. and Mrs. Ever
ett White and family.
Mrs. Merlin Eugley was Friday
night guest of Mrs. Ruby and
Eliabeth Miller in Brewer.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Robinson and
daughter. Gean, were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Flanders
in Belfast.
W.lfred Mank of Bangor is
spending a week’s vacation with his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lexton
Mank.
Mrs. Lydia Morse, Mrs. Gladys
Ghighi and Maude Mank attended
the tea at the Blaine Mansion
Tuesday afternoon for the cancer
drive .

APPLETON
Mrs. Alice Rctobins of Portland
has been the guest of her son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs
Arthur Robbins.

BURKETTVILLE
Lorenzo L nscott and family
were business callers in Rockanc
Monday.
Joann Maddocks recently cele
brated her ninth birthday.
Several from this vicinity attend,
ed the auction held in Liberty
Saturday.
Almond Hart, who recently spent
several days with his parents, Mr
and Mrs. George Hart, has returned
to Virginia
Carlene Powell spent last week
in Augusta.
Mrs. Basil Fust and two children
who have been with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Turner since
February, has returned to Gray.
The Farm Bureau will meet at
the home of Mrs. Ella Grinnell
April 19. The subject will be
stenciling.
Lawrence Maddocks had 2500
chickens delivered Tuesday..
A supper and dance was held
at the Grange hall for benefit of
th honor roll recently. The sum
of $49 40 was netted.

Anyone who can discover how to
take the profit out of war will
show the world how to maintain
peace.

Even at highest engine temperatures esso extra motor
oil keeps its lubricating body better than any other oil!
That means longer mileage per quart—with less add-aquart expense between changes!

And fast-flowing Esso Extra contains a special detergent
to guard against those gummy carbon and varnish deposits
that rob your engine of power. Esso Extra Motor Oil works
every minute to protect your engine, just try it !

It's extra important these days to give
that hard-working engine the best of
care. It deserves the protection of fullbodied, long lasting Spring-grade Esso
Extra Motor Oil.

Specials

■foryour

car!

PQWIR your car with
Spring - grade ANTI STALLING ESSO
EXTRA GASOLINE
.. . amazing anti-stall
quality for those damp
and chilly days.

friction spots
with wear-protecting,
long lasting Esso Lu
bricants. Up to 9 spe
cial grades used for
different parts.
GUARD

ESSO STANDARD

SUM starting calls for
Atlas Heavy-Duty
Batteries, above
S. A. E. standards in
starting power and
battery life.

enjoy all the extra
driving conveniences
at the Esso Sign . . .
and remember, there
are more Esso Dealer
stations than any
other brand in the area
we serve.

WE'VE SAID IT BEFORE ... WE

OIL COMPANY

atyouryyappY Ms~orin0 S7ore !

KNOX THEATRE. FRIDAY-SATURDAY

WORMS WON THE PENNANT
Hectic Bowling Season At Vinalhaven Closes
—Golf Butts Into the Banquet
Ducky's Ducks were unable to reduced to kindling wood, the talk
stop the Walloping Worms from shifted to golf, and boy—were there
some fancy shots made.
taking the top place in the last
Ducky Haskell told the story of
home stretch drive of the Vinalha how when he was a youngster liv
ven City League this past week.
ing in South Portland he used to
Monday night the Ducks had take his clubs to school and practice
beaten the rather demoralized putting on the way home. One
night he felt a little strong and
Ganders in a low score match, with
taking a healthy swing at ,the ball
three not so hot subs in the Gan knocked it down the street where
der line-up and by taking three it struck a sidewalk and then a
points in this match it put the big plate glass window, with d sasDucks in a position to w.n the pen trous results to said window.
nant if they could take four from
Not stopping to look right or
the Worms whom they were to left he hustled home by a back
meet in the very next match. This street route only to find when he
they could not do. as Captain got there a big policeman knocking
Wymie proved to be too big a Worm on his door and inquiring for him.
to be pushed around even a little His Uncle settled the $60 bill on
bit.
the window but Ducky didn't touch
But to get back to Monday's his golf clubs again until he came
match—With Grimes leading off to live in Vinalhaven.
for Ted MacDonald, who' was out
Then the Goose told one about
with a bad cold. Doc Mills pinch- the time he whacked a golf ball
luttir.g for Don Kalloch, who was through a neighbor’s window and
out with a game leg, and “Pete" of course the Goose rushed right
Peterscon subbing for H. Arey, who over to pay the bill. The ladywas out for business, it left only figured it up, the Goose paid and
Uncle Harry Young and the Old thought that was off his mind.
Goose holding the fort for the
He was rudely awakened from
Ganders. And the fort wasn't held his sweet dream of peace however
very well for the best this aggre i when a couple of days later the
gation could produce was a 1247 irate lady came rushing in his
total as against 12800 for the Ducks. house to collect damages for a big
“Sparky" Adams was again in mirror that the ball had hit inside
there pitching for the Ducks, but the room and the lady had not
iie was pitching anything but known about it when she set her
horseshoes as his score of 236 figures on the damage.
showed but Frankie is known as
The Goose anted up again and
one of the best little tryers in the the second time it took.
business so no one ribbed him very
Then the talk swung to baseball
much.
t
and the chances of getting the
Ducks—Adams 236. Drew 247. Chiefs going this year. After set
Nelson 258. Poole 278, Ducky 261, tling all the things that could pos
total 1280.
sibly happen to a baseball team the
Ganders—Grimes 244, Young 253, talk again got around to bowling
Mills 249. Peterson 256, Goose 245, and finally the Goose said—“I’ll
total 1247.
tell you what I'll do. I'll draw for
In the big match Wednesday a partner from the other three
night Captain Wymie brought Captains and whoever is my part
in a big crowd of Royal Rooters ner, we two will go down to the
from the Sands Cove and there Alleys and beat the other two in a
must have been something to it for five-string match."
! Wymie did himself proud and al
Shields and the Goose
most alone carried his team to to a
The
lots were drawn and Shields
i victory and' the pennant. In his last
|
was
drawn
as the Goose’s partner.
i six matches with the exception of
J This put Wymie and Ducky on the
one night as sub on the Ganders,
other two man team. Imediately
Captain Wymie has made over 300
each night and his average has i there were some who challenged
been boosted until he is top man the Goose’s statement that he and
Shields would be the winner, and
in the league.
(
The Ducks could not say the}' some folding money was laid on the
did not have the opportunity to tables to back up the statements.
This seemed to be the signal for
win, for the Worm's score was not
especially high, but they could not leaving the tables although with
great regret by all concerned.
seem to find the pins when they
Por four of the five strings it
were needed.
looked
as if the Goose was going to
“Sparky" Adams finally got
make
good
on his boast, for he
enough spark to beat out his op
ponent Frank Grimes by six pins, and Shields got a good lead in the
and closed the season with the re first string and held it right up to
mark that he was sorry he had but the last one. Going into the last
one spark to give to his team string they had an 18-pin lead,
but in the last canto they both
mates.
There were three reasons that could only prodee 82 each, while
could be advanced as to why the Wymie got a 97 and Ducky a 99
Worms took this match from the This upset the apple cart to the
Ducks, (1) The Royal Rooters, (2) tune of 32 pins, with the Goose
Dick Poole got two 81 strings for and Shields minus 14.
Don Kalloch again lived up to
the Ducks and was beaten out by
his
reputation as the payingest
Old Timer Link Sanborn by eight
pins and (3) Captain Wynne's bowler in Vinalhaven by watching
this finish, a sadder, a wiser, and
total of 311,
There were a couple of reasons a poorer man.
The score:
why the Ducks should have taken
92 100 89 83 82-446
the match from the Worms, such Shields,
The
Goose,
113
90 89 91 82-465
as (1) The Royal Rooters and (2)
Doc Mill's score of 231 (low for
Total,
911
the evening) but they did not carry
87 82 89 82 99-439
the potency of the above named Ducky,
103 97 99 90 87—486
three and so today the Worms are Wymie,
sitting at the head table waiting
for the gravy, while the Ducks
quack disconsolate ly from the foot
LEGAL NOTICE
and eat crow.
State Soil Conservation Committee
Ducks—Adams 246, Drew 248.
Of Maine
Nelson 266. Poole 260, Ducky 265. Notice Of Election Of Supervisors
To Be Held For The Knox-Lincoln
ttoal 1285
Soil Conservation District
Worms—Grimes 240, Rae, 253,
To all occupiers of lands lying
MiUs 231. Sanborn 268. Wymie 311, ; within the boundaries of the Knoxtotal 1303.
Lincoln Soil Conservation District,
notice is hereby given that on the
The Big Feed
Thursday n:ght all but a few of 23d day of April, 1951 between the
hours of 9:00 A. M. and 4:00 P M.,
the 20 members of the four clubs of an election will be held for the
the Vinalhaven City League, in election of three supervisors for
cluding the pin boys, gathered at the Knox-Lincoln Soil Conservation
the Islander where they were District of the State of Maine.
All persons, firms and corpora
served an excellent meal, to the
tions who hold title to, or are in
accompaniment of more bowling possession of any lands, except land
talk than has been heard around suitable for and used as timberthe Cascade Alleys all Winter. At land, lying within the boundaries of
first more pins were knocked down the said district, whether as own
at the tables than were ever stood ers, lessees, renters, tenants, or
on end. and after they had all been otherwise, are eligible to vote at
the said election. Only such per
sons, firms or corporations are
eligible to vote.
The polling place for the election
will be at the Soil Conservation
Sendee Office. Post Office Building,
Waldoboro. Maine. Eligible voters
who will be absent from the county
i on that day may apply in person,
I or in writing, to Mr. Elroy H Gross.
Election Superintendent, at the
When kidney function stows down, many
folks complain of naxirinR backache, loss of
Soil Conservation Service Office
pep and energy, headaches and dizziness.
in Waldoboro, Maine for absentee
Don't suffer longer with these discomforts
if reduced kidney function is getting you
ballots Each applicant for an ab
down—due to such common causes as stress
sentee ballot shall state his
and strain, over-exertion or exposure to
cold. Minor bladder irritationa due to cold
name, residence, location and acre
or wrong diet may cause getting up nights
age of land owned or possessed and
or frequent passages.
interest therein.
Don’t neglect your kidneys if these condi
tions bother you. Try Doan's Pills-a mild
STATE SOIL CONSERVATION
diuretic. Used successfully by millions for
COMMITTEE
over 60 years. While often otherwise caused,
it’s amazing how many times Doan's give
George Findlen. Chairman. ;
happy relief from these discomforts—help
Dated: 6th day of April. 1951.
the 16 miles of kidney tubes and filters

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS WASTE

flush out waste. Get Doan's Pills today 1

44-Th-47 I

*

Stephen McNally, cast in the role of a postal system undercover agent
in Universal-International's Technicolor "Wyoming Mail.” levels his gun
at the warden, placed by Ed Begley, as he has himself freed from prison
after an inmate gives him valuable information concerning a gang of
train robbers operating in the Wyoming area. Alexis Smith is co-starred
with McNally in the colorful- action-parked film produced by Aubrey
Sehenek and directed by Reginald LeBorg.

People living in apartments nowNobody’s opinions are worthless
adays have very little room to —even a stopped clock is right
complain.
twice a day.

W. C. LADD & SONS
.

INSURANCE

14 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.
*

Sub Agents in the following localities—

FRIENDSHIP—ELIZABETH G. WINCHENPAW
NORTH HAVEN—JOHN S. LERMOND
DEER ISLE—E. W. PICKERING

44-Th-50

NIAGARA FIRE
80 Maiden Lane. New
ASSETS DEC.
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and
Bank,
Agents’ Balances.
Bills Receivable,
Interest and Rents,
All Other Assets,

INS. CO.
THE PHQSNIX INS. co.
York, 38, N.Y.
Hartford. Conn.
31, 1950
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
$58,785251 00 Real Estate,
$2,652,305.05
Mortgage Loans,
232.366 75
2.739.143.16 Stocks and Bonds,
96.713.300.00
2.872210.16 Cash in Office and
118.060.69
Banks.
5,073,905.21
106,54428 Agents’ Balances,
7.173,93136
100,747.04 Bills Receivable,
71,176.39
Interest and Rents,
156.315.56
Gross Assets,
$64,721,956.33 All Other Assets,
408,099.39
Deduct items not admitted,
64273.42
Gross Assets,
$112,481,399.71
Deduct items not ad
Admitted,
$64,657,682.91
mitted,
502,22428
LIABILITIES DEC. 31 1950
Net Unpaid Losses,
$2,013,327 08
Admitted Assets,
$111,979,175.43
Unearned Premiums. 20,831,723.37
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1950
All other Liabilities,
2221,775.26 Net Unpaid Losses,
$6.720275.47
Cash Capital,
5,000,000.00 Unearned Premiums,
30.585,114.25
Surplus over all Lia
All other Liabilities,
3,201,913 99
bilities,
34,590,857.20 Market fluctuation and
Contingency Reserve, 15.000.000.00
Total Liabilities and
Cash Capital,
7.500.000.00
Surplus,
$64,657,682.91 Surplus over all Lia
bilities,
48,971,871.72
SCOTTISH UNION AND NATION.
AL INSURANCE CO.
75 Elm St.. Hartford, 2, Conn.

ft

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
$111979,175.43

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
Real Estate,
$565,000.00
«IXA INSURANCE CO.
Mortgage Loans,
45,345.00
Hartford, Conn.
Stocks and Bonds,
8,624,314 07
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
Cash in Office and
Real Estate.
$3,118,019.74
Bank.
902.040.02 Stocks and Bonds
Agents’ Balances,
1,630.513.91
(Book value),
102,475,275.61
Interest and Rents,
32,512.37 Cash in Office and
All Other Assets,
189,038.22
Bank,
13,417.371.53
Agents’ Balances,
7,106,624.97
Admitted Assets,
$11,988,763.59 Bills Receivable,
176.866.20
LIABILITIES DEC . 31. 1950
Interest and Rents,
200.908.41
Net Unpaid Losses,
$1,625,422.00 All Other Assets,
8,853,741.73
Unearned Premiums,
7,105,87020
All Other Liabilities,
519253.13
Gross Assets,
$135 348,808 19
Statutory Deposit,
500,000 00 Deduct items not ad
Surplus over all Lia.
mitted,
1,600,947.17
bilities,
2238,218.26
Admitted,
$133,747,861.02
Total Liabilities and
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1950
Surplus,
$11,988,763.59 Net Unpaid Losses,
$15,657,05721
Unearned Premiums,
59,506,029.83
ROYAL INDEMNITY COConflagration and
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
Misc. Reserves,
5,000,000.00
Stocks and Bonds,
$72,758,176 48 All other Liabilities,
6,717,245.33
Cash in Office and
Cash Capital,
10,000,000.00
Bank.
4.113,848.60 Surplus over all
Agents’ Balances.
4,95844823
Liabilities,
36,367,528.65
Bills Receivable,
103.78
Interest and Rents,
215,626 16
Total Liabilities and
All Other Assets,
2.475.149 26
Surplus.
$133,747,861 02
Gross Assets,
$84,521,052.51
GRANITE STATE FIRE INS. CO.
Deduct items not ad
Portsmouth, N. II.
mitted,
666.279.42
ASSETS DEC 31, 1950
117,00090
Admitted,
$83,864,773.09 Real Estate,
Mortgage Loans.
889.00
LIABIUTIES. DEC. 31. 1950
6.815.676.01
Net Unpaid Losses,
$28,490,489.59 Stocks and Bonds.
Unearned Premiums,
22235231.52 Cash in Office and
Bank,
596,567.85
All Other Liabilities,
6.342.090.60
806,988.04
Cash Capital,
2,500,000.00 Agents’ Balances,
Bills Receivable,
3.695.17
Surplus over all Lia
26.789.09
bilities,
24286.96138 Interest and Rents,
AU Other Assets,
142,34527
Total Liabilities and
Gross Assets,
$8,509251.13
Surplus,
$83,854,773.09
Deduct items not admitted,
14299 98
THE WORLD FIRE AND MA

ft

*
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RINE INSURANCE CO.
Hartford Conn.

Admitted,
$8,495,651.15
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1950
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
Net Unpaid Losses,
$850,922.80
Stocks and Bonds,
3,63129992
(Book value),
$9,396,949 25 Unearned Premiums,
All Other Liabilities,
782,007.10
Cash in Office and
1.009,000 00
Bank,
1.670,850.80 Cash Capital,
Agents' Balances,
1,619,900.79 Surplus over all Liabilities.
2.231,42133
Bills Receivable,
39,775.94
Interest and Rents,
39257.59
Total LiabUities and
All other Assets.
409.674 58
Surplus.
$8,495,651.15
Gross Assets,
$13,176 408.95
Advertise in The Courier-Oazette
Deduct items not ad60,631.98
mitted

*

$13,115,776.97
Admitted.
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1950
$1.035238.37
Net Unpaid Losses,
5.183.451.45
Unearned Premiums.
625.117.45
All Other Liabilities,
2,500.000.00
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Lia
3,771.969 70
bUities,
Total LiabUities and
Surplus,

$13,115,77697

*

OLD DAYS ON HURRICANE
Bert Farnham Who Went There To Make His
“Millions,” Tells About Them
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
A few weeks back a Courier-Ga
zette reader from another State
called on me. He had enjoyed a
boat ride among Penobscot Bay
islands only a few days before and
asked me many questions about
North Haven, Vinalhaven, Ston
ington, Swans Island" and Isle au
Haut which I was able to answer
to his evident satisfaction frem
knowledge gained through many
years of dance playing and teach
ing on said islands.
Then he asked me about Hurri
cane Isle. There's something about
that hunk of granite that impresses
me
strangely.” He remarked.
“When we passed it I had a sort
of sad feeling, as though it was a
person who was very lonely, de
serted by family and friends—was
that barren mound of granite ever
inhabited?"
I nodded, and told him something
of the history of Hurricane and
when he departed he shook hands
and said, "Good bye, friend, I shall
always remember what you have
told me and I wish you would
write something along the line you
told me for The Courier-Gazette
readrse—I believe they would en
joy it as I have, and shall again,
if the paper prints it.”
Memory of all the islands I used
to visit is still green and even the
upturned face of Hurricane Isle,
scarred and mutilated as it is to
day, holds a warm spot in my
heart. I think of it almost as of a
person, a giant of a man who, de
spite desertion by mankind, still
defies the elements and pushes
back the onslaught of the lashing
waves of the ocean which would
devour him and turns his face
heavenward like a stoic as though
to say, 'Batter me, torture me, but
you cannot destroy me for, I am
eternal.”
I wasn’t old enough to vote
when I worked on Hurricane Isle
and perhaps youth and the glamour
of life nudged me to form, at first
sight, a soft of affection for that
hump of granite. I soon came to
love every grain in that granite and
have in my memory a special niche
where Hurricane Isle nestles per
manently.
I was making lime casks for Bert
Sherer, at The Bog and my brother
Al was working on Hurricane when
he wrote me that I should come to
the Isle and gef'a job learning to
cut stone. I wrote him that I
didn't have any desire in that di
rection, but he wrote me such
glowing letters about the money
stonecutters could earn and coaxed
so diligently that I left my heads,
staves and hoops and took passage
on the Gov. Bodwell one day for
the land of promise.
I got a job on application as, just
at that time, a few young “learn
ers" were wanted and I joined the
several young aspirants who hoped
to become experts, pile up a few
millions of dollars in just a few
years, then retire to live in opulence
ever after.
My wage was $1 per day, only,

Roofing and Siding
Applied

JOHNS-MANVILLE
CERTIFIED CONTRACTORS
Free Estimates.
All Jobs Guaranteed.
Terms If Desired.

KENNEBEC ROOFING
AND SIDING CO.

TEL. 1135, ROCKLAND
F. 0. BOX 513
42 and 44-ThS-tf

House-Sherman,
Inc.

ad
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but food cost little, my rent only
two bucks a month and, being
young and full of faith and hope I
had no fears for the future. I’d
soon be earning fabulous wages. So,
why worry? I didn’t.
Small things sometimes add up
and help relieve homesickness—
and I freely confess that I missed
my home life. I was, and am,
what they call a "home boy” and
being separated from my family by
12 miles of water brought home to
me the fact that I was beginning
to lead a life which would keep me
separated from my family more
and more as the years passed. My
first job, the year before, was on
the W. J. Robbins farm—frem April
till December—but I could drop in
and see my family every week.
This was different. Home seemed
far away and letters and little
things connected with my former
life helped a lot. Among them the
fact that the milk on the Isle came
from the W. J. Robbins farm! It
cost six cents a quart at the store
and I'm afraid that I drank more
than my share of the Robbins ship
ment every day! I don't knowwhy, but it seemed, somehow, to be
a connecting link between life at
home and life on Hurricane Isle!
I always liked rich milk, nice
cheese and common crackers and
I thrived on the diet during my
stay on Hurricane Isle—funny old
hump of granite, your glamour in
the old days still haunts me. I can't
explain why. Battered, bruised and
forsaken yet the echo of your for
mer grandeur remains in my mem
ory—I salute you!
Al, recently married, was keeping
house on the island and I lived
with them. There were a lot of
houses on the island at that time,
but they were mostly very small
and filled with tenants, or owners,
but Al was lucky enough to rent a
tiny house containing two rooms,
small but in good conditin. I slept
on an old fashioned "sofa” in the
living-room-kitchen
combination,
and Al and his wife slept in the
tiny bedroom—they had to go in
one at a time and Al said that if
they wanted to turn around in the
room they couldn’t, but had to go
into the kitchen or out of doors to
make the turn, then go back in.
'Praps so—I dunno.
I found Hurricane to be a bust
ling town of several hundred resi
dents, plus several hundred itin
erant stone-cutters, paving-cutters,
quarrymen and common laborers
who were constantly on the move.
They went to other granite centers
but newcomers quickly replaced
them so that the status quo re
mained about the same. It was a
mystery to me where they all found
shelter, but they managed, homehow.
The big Landers boarding house
took care of a lot of them and I
guess many of the private families
took care of the rest of them as I
didn't hear of any of them sleeping
out of doors. I never counted the
houses but was told that there were
about 40 on the island. I don’t
know. The company store was near
the boat landing and it must have
kept the boat (Gov. Bcdwell)
loaded every trip to bring food and
freight enough to supply the needs
of the whole town.
Big, suave, soft spoken, courteous
Tom Sullivan was manager of the
store and Eddie Patterson was clerk
—and what a clerk! That young
counter jumper could be in more
places at one and the same time
than seemed possible! Smart? Yes.
and always smiling and pleasant.
The last I knew, he lived on Suf
folk street, in Rockland, and if you
look him up I doubt not that he
can tell you more about Hurricane
Isle in an hour than I can in a week.
He lived there a long time and
probably knew everybody there,
while I knew comparatively few.
However, I did come to know

By Ralph
Briefing late fishing reports ovei
the last week.—
Ross, Hastings and Little Ponds
in Lincoln County are giving up
some excellent trout despite cool
and rainy weather. One fisherman
took three fish at Little Pond in a

quite a number of Hurrlcaneites—
some of them hailed from Rock
land. I remember that John L.
Sullivan, same name as the great
John L., but born and raised in
Rockland and, though also a handy
man with the mitts, he was better
known as one of the smartest clerks
ever employed by the A. F. Crockett
Company, located at the North End
—foot of Warren street.
John was captain of a one-horse
gebogan outfit, a low slung wagon
body (sometimes called a "jigger")
which made loading of barrels of
oil, molasses, or other and heavy
and bulky packages easy—as easy
as loading from a street to the
sidewalk. John was strong, quick
and experienced and his horse was
also trained to move fast and stop
instantly at a word from John and
it was a smooth-working twosome,
John and his trained horse.
I used to marvel to see John drive
up to the store, almost on two
wheels when he executed a curved
turn into a position which would
facilitate leading, snap a “whoa,”
drop the reins, make a flying leap
into the store and in less time than
it takes me to write it, gather up
and load the jigger with packages,
jugs, etc., which were all "put up”
orders, make a flying leap, grab
up the reins at the same time the
horse started and rattle away over
the granite road to deliver the load
and return for another! John was
certainly a cyclone and never quiet
—always on the jump.
I used to watch with a critical eye
the way the w-ork in the store was
done. I never saw work turned off
more smoothly. Orders were filled
fast and without confusion, but
every step counted and I marveled
at the speed with which Eddie
moved from one part of the store
to another, here, there and every
where and, presto, an order ready
for delivery was stacked up on the
counter beside others!
Go it,
Eddie!
I hadn't been on the island two
weeks before Al began to talk of
moving and he soon left and went
back to Rockland—and shipped as
cook and went to sea.
(To be continued)

and long touted brown trout water
has finally paid off. Publicizing the
event caused a big turnout of fish
ermen there over the week-end.
The stocking policy at Biscay will
very likely make it the leading
brown trout lake of this immediate
area in a few more years. Some
husky, salmon have been caught
there too, in recent years.
• to • to
Georges Lake in Liberty and
Sheepsco; in Palerno should turn
productive anytime now.
There
was a good sized flurry in brown
trout at Georges early last Sep
tember.
Actual news from Waldo county
gets down this way by “slow mo
W. Tyler
tion." However when Henry and
drizzle early this week that gave Rollo Gardner start fishing at
him a 3 ounce excess over the le Georges it usually means that
gal limit of 7 1-2 pounds which will conditions are favorable.
become effective this year by new
to • to to
legislation. One of the fish weighed
It is rumored that Knox County
3 pounds and 1 ounce. All were wil] receive an abundance of fry
caught on small red and white I in the early stocking for 1951. Spots
bucktail streamers.
i for planting these fish are now in
• • • •
the process of observation by State
Salt Pond in East Friendship and fish culturists and biologists. Such
Cushing has eased slightly from fry will not effect the general
the spurt of opening week. Clearei ’ locking program for lakes and
water and a wider distribution o! ponds already well established and
feed is blamed for the "let down.’ ■ doing nicely.
Worm and live bait anglers saw fly
to to to to
fishermen taking limit catches un
Next meeting of the Knox Counder present conditions. Forest Lake j ty Fish and Game Association will
"faithfuls” are growling at large be at Union Masonic Hall on the
numbers of undersized trout in this night of Thursday April 26. New
seasons catches, some being as officers for the year will be
small as five inches.
elected.
• • • to
There will be movies and a
Alfords, not yet considered quite
speaker from the Maine Rev
ripe for best fishing is producing
Oomm.
lots of action with mostly small
The annual gift prize will be a
salmon being the rule. Trolled
Brannon Built Sports Boat and
streamers of mostly light patterns
outboard motor, both brand new.
are holding their own against
Winn Brannon of Rockland is de
sewed on smelts.
signer and craftsman of the sports
• • • •
Salmon on worms from the boat and has a statewide reputa
bridges of tributaries of Megunti tion for the construction of sturdy
cook Lake is the news from Cam and lightweight fishing craft for
den. Normal water conditions not the fresh water sportsman.
Roy Miller of Eastern Tire Ser
experienced over recent years is
providing smelt runs into nearly all vice, Carl Griffith of Kilroy's
brooks, which has brought the sal Smiths Sport Shop and H. H. Crie's
mon in after them.
Sporting Goods Dept. will be glad
• to to to
to furnish details on the prize boat
Brown trout, apparently waiting
to • • •
for slightly warmer surface water
Fishing for Atlantic Salmon in
and larger fly hatches have not the Narragauus and other Main*
been taking hold consistently yet rivers becomes legal May 1st.
in local waters.
The first to leave Knox county
to to to to
for a try at the big silversides will
Leland Briggs reports some act
be Eliot Smith, Errol Blom, Mark
ivity at Johnson’s Pond. It’s all
Wardsworth, and Arthur Oxton
visual however and no fish have
who will be off long before dawn
been hooked up to Monday night
on opening day to give them a try
that he knows of.
Fishing conditions are expected
• • to to
Rocky Pond hard fished with :o be nearly ideal because of nor
limit catches being rare. Brookies mal water conditions and a bigger
that were stocked there last Fall run of fish is expected early this
are fat and healthy according to
Sam Batty.
to • to to
Crawford
Pond yielded
five
healthy legal black bass to our
party last Sunday, but no trout or
salmon, the legality of the bass
was their size only, and we returned
them to the water at once where
they will likely go to the spawning
beds with the coming of warmer
water.
Fly fishing for bass becomes legal
on June 1st, with a three fish posession limit.
• • • •
Biscay, Lincoln County’s select
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of Dexter, costumed for his “Val
entino” role. Miss Parker co-stars
as an actress whose love affair with
Dexter is fated to b« ill-starred
Carlson plays a move director ol
the silent screen era. Miss Medina
appears as one of Dexter’s loves;
while Calleia Is Dexter’s benefac
tor in his lean, early days.
The local engagement of "Valen
tino" will continue through Satur
day night with shows at 2. 620 and
8.30 da ly.

STRAND THEATRE TODAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY
“ -‘.v>r
few;

EAST LIBERTY

"Valentino," Columbia Pictures’
exciting drama of the love sand
times of Rudolph Valentino, the
greatest romantic idol of a fabu
lous era. will arrive at the Strand
Theatre today. Eleanor Parker and
season.
No shortage of “garden tackle’
this year. Gentle showers at almost
regular intervals over the past
two weeks have kept the worms
active near the top of the ground
I was shocked however to hear a
certain Rockland “fly purist" say
that he picked up over a quart ol
worms one evening last week.
What goes on here Sam?
It must be just another excuse
to use those gold hooks.
to • • •
At a recent meeting of executive
officers and advisory committee ol
the Knox County Fish and Game
Association, it was proposed that
outstanding acts of conservation
fish and wildlife welfare and hu
man rescue incidents called to the
attention of the board of directors
and taking place within the county
would be promptly place partici
pants in line for complimentary
membership in the organization
for a period of one year.
Several other new and progres
sive proposals will be aired and
voted on at a forthcoming meet
ing of the club in open session.

Anthony Dexter as Valentino star
in the production which was filmed
in color by Technicolor, with Rich
ard Carson. Patricia Medina and
Joseph Calleia in the leading sup
porting roles.
Valentino’’ is said to climax pro
ducer Edward Small’s long-cher
ished ambition to make a motion
picture about Rudolph Valentino,
the breath-taking meteor who
soared across the Hollywood skies
and into the hearts of countless
millions of women. Small, after
searching for ten years, discovered
Dexter, the one man in the world
who could play Valentino, so amaz
ing is his resemblance to the im
mortal lover.
The intimate, behind-the-scenes
story of the man so many women
loved has been told with all the
drama, color and appeal that domi
nated Valentino and his times.
With his flashing eyes and danc
ing feet. Valentino stormed the
gates of Hollywood to become its
greatest star. In the film capi
tal's most fabulous era, he became
its most fabulous name, a symbol of
impassioned, romance.
Deter is reported to make Val
entino live again, so vivid is his
resemblance, in looks and person
ality, to the great romantic idol.
The Valentino vogue is said to be
starting all over again as requests
flood Columbia for photographs

George A Wellington is boarding
at Harold Wing’s in Searsmont.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Anderson,
who are working in Waverly, Mass,
are spend ng a short vacation at
their home in South Montville.
Leslie Hall and son of Camden
spent the week-end at their camp
on Steven's pond.
Callers at George McLain's Sun
day were Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Wood of Belfast and Mr. and Mrs
Clement Quigg and son Richard
of Augusta.
Mrs. Wallace Ward and three
sons of Sandy Point were recent
visitors of Mary Hooper and Cleola
Colby.
Earl Adams, wife and two sons
have moved from Fairhaven, Vt.,
to the home of his father, Elwin
Adams.

GLEN COVE
Miss Charlotte Cook of Rockland
spent the day Monday with Mr.
and Mrs. Gordon Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wincapaw were
all day guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Wincapaw in Thomasaton.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Sukeforth in Waldoboro.
Mr and Mrs. Burchard Higgins
of Mapleton. Maine, were week-end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Gregory.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Black were
called to Portsmouth, N. H.. Satur
day by illness of their daughter,
Grace Black Crowell, who under
went a major operation at York
Hospital. She will be in the hos
pital for two weeks, and would be
pleased to receive cards from
friends.
Mrs. Grace Hare spent the day
in Camden Monday, visiting her
son and daughter-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hare.
For social Items In The CourierGazette Phone 1044. City.
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of the easiest handling
truck you ever drove!
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

HORIZONTAL
1-0wn
8-Predicaments
15- Designate
16- Relating to Iran
17- To ridicule
18- Fish eggs
19- A week day (abbr.)
20- Before
21- Suffix denoting an oil
22- Obliterating
24- The (Fr.)
25- Writing table
28- Girl's name
29- Animal den
31-Card stakes
33- Epoch
34- An affray
35- Sheerer
37-Man's name
39- Nothing
40- A shade tree
41-Trusts
45-Daughter of Minos
(Myth.)
49- Accumulate
50- Chest (abbr.)
52- Protuberance on the
skull
53- Grain prepared for
brewing
54- Goes at a steady,

jogging pace

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

VERTICAL (Cont.)
56- An eft
,14-Jeered
57- lndeflnite article
23-A title
58- A garden tool (pi.)
26- Sainte (abbr.)
60- Pronoun
27-Sharpest
61- Auto fuel
29- Operatic female
63- A fish
singer
64- National Education 30- Wing-like part
Association (abbr.) 32-Twirle
65- Pronoun
34-Eleven hundred
66- Forever
fifty-two
68-Set of artificial teeth 36-Old age
70- Period of time (pi.)
38-Termination of nouns
71- Made headway
denoting vocation
41- Harms
against
42-To flow out
43- Chum
VERTICAL
44- Rolls of parchment
45- Look after
1- Hindu temples
46- Expire
2- Wealthy
47- ln no place
3- Scout
48- Penetrated
4- Very
51-Manner of doing
5- 1 reland
54- To walk on
6- Sleep noisily
55- Rain, snow and ice
7- Large passenger
58- State of United
vessel
States (abbr.)
8- Alike
59- Lucid
9- Pal
62-A time period (abbr.)
10- Resounded
65-Sing in a low voice
11- lndeflnite article
67-A land measure
12- A pastry
(abbr.)

13- Sooner

69-Trade mark (abbr.)

DODGE
dl
TRUCKS
Now Dodge brings you important
new ease-of-handling advantages—
along with all the ease-of-handling
features that have made Dodge
“Job-Rated" trucks the choice of
champion truck drivers from coast
to coast!
These new trucks are amazingly easy
to maneuver. They bring you all the
proved advantages of cross-steering,
wide front tread and short wheel
base. And you get the extra handling
ease of Synchro-shift transmission—
plus steering column gearshift on
low-tonnage models.

Exclusive I gyrol Fluid Drivel

MEW! Shorter turning diameters!

Available on J^-, *4and 1-ton models.
Makes driving easier
with marvelously
smooth performance.
Cushions against
shock and strain,
saves on upkeep, and
lengthens truck life.

A new Dodge “JobRated” truck will
make a sharper turn
— maneuver into
tight places easier
— park with less
trouble—save you
time and driving
effort on every trip.

—_
z*

’
......... _

(
t
\

NEW! Worm-und-roller steering gears!

MEW! 4-speed Synchro-shift Irons mission I

Now you get safer, easier steering. New
steering gears on most models give you
positive control. Driving is more com
fortable, too, thanks to the new, im
proved steering wheel position.

Four-speed now available on Vi-. Vi-,
1-ton models, as well as 1
and 2-ton.
3-speed Synchro-shift transmission stand
ard on Vi-, ?4-, 1-ton ... 5-speed standard
on 234-ton, available on I ft- and 2-ton.

What "Job-Rated" means to you . • •
A Dodge “Job-Raled" truck is engi
neered af fAe factory to fit a specific
job, save you money, last longer.
Every unit from engine to rear axle
is “Job-Rated"—factory -engineered to
haul a specific load over the roads you
travel and at the speeds you require.
Ecery unit that SUPPORTS the load

fcr i/ourf/

—frame, axles, springs, wheels, tires,
and others—is engineered right to
provide the strength and capacity
needed.
Ecery unit that MOVES the load—
engine, clutch, transmission, propeh
ler shaft, rear axle, and others — is
engineered right to meet a particular
operating condition.

in 3nddr^ an ^icr Codling Dodge

Truck

KELSON BROTHERT GARAGE
Main Street

Tel. 720

Rockland, Maine
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ST. GEORGE’S CLEAN-UP WEEK

THE WORD FROM WASHINGTON

When They Were “The Finest”
■ .<£

■

Causes Marge Cook To Say Things Unpleasant
For Guilty Ears
wasn’t a very good day 1451 ted—pearl handled bottle opener
Saturday, Old Sol peeked a benign part of some one’s old tie clip with
one rhinestone left, etc, etc—what
face out from behind a fat, dark
else is to be expected of small boys?
cloud and beamed hypocritically I think Mrs. Morse and her band
for a brief spell, then ducked swift of helpers deserve a resounding ap
ly under cover again, and left the plause for their efforts.
To all you fine citizens of the
Maine countryside to the whims ot
Town
of St. George, guilty and in
the cloud and Its damp contents.
nocent alike: Don’t you think it
Nevertheless, lt was the day set
would be a magnificent idea to take
for the first volunteer clean-up as much pride in our own com
corps to scour the roadsides over munity as the inhabitants of some
the four mile area from Smalley- of our nearby towns (Rockport and
town, through Wallston, to Meet Camden for instance) do in theirs?
inghouse Hill in Tenant’s Harbor— We have beautiful scenery here
too, water and trees and grass and
a territory which seems to be par stuff. Why not play it up a bit and
ticularly magnetic to some of our make the most of it?
solid citizens who are allergic to
And you beer guzzlers: Did you
public dumps in disposing ol ever stop to think how really dan
gerous a jagged piece of broken
their unwanted^.
glass can be?
Marge Cook
St. George Community Club has
started a campaign to clean up the
trash which litters the town’s;
thoroughfares from one end of the,
peninsula to the other.
Mrs. Dorothy Morse had offered |
to donate her time and truck te
help clean up the debris in the
Wallston area. Her helpers? Her
own brood of four—Virgil, Clifton
Susan and Gary, and the Cook kids
next door—Jeanne, Barry and Editor: of The Courier-Gazette:
Brian. The ages of the youngsters
It might be of interest to your
range from five to 13.
numerous readers, and particularly
One little Cook would have loved
to our many friends, to hear from
to help clean up too, but since ne
a wandering loyal citizen of the
is only 10 months old and obsessed
great Pine Tree State, although I
with an idea that any object picked
cannot claim to be a native son of
up must also be tasted, he had to
that commonwealth. I am. however,
content himself with staying home
no less devoted to the State and
and rearranging the pots and pans
its wonderful people for that reason.
in the cupboards and teasing the
We left our home in Cushing
dog with his toast.
All through the long "open and Nov 9, 1950 and came to New York
shut’’ day, as the weather alter where for two months I worked
nately poured and shown, the little many hours a day for the“Save the
troop labored diligently, with a Children Federation." an organiza
brief respite to ravenously devour tion that has drafted me as its vice
a noon meal and report on the president and ardent worker. The
morning’s progress and some of the title "Save the Children” arouses
findings. The things some lolks one’s interest at once, because in
throw away, and the places they these terrific days, there is no
throw them. Why, one man came ■ greater neeed than that of preserv
all the way from Knox street to ing and equipping the children of
throw his junk by Bill Leppanen’s the present generation for carrying
field. (If he tossed his social se the burden which we, partly through
curity card by accident I can tell our incompetence and lack of wis
him where to find it.) They were, dom, have imposed upon them.
quite impressed by the huge num The "Save the Children Federa
ber of empty bottles, and gained tion” is a private philanthropic or
quite a repeitoire of grand names ganization which works mainly
not taught in the public schools through the schools in nine States
“Won’t Daddy be pleased with all in this country and in a dozen coun
the toggles we got him for his lob tries abroad. It seeks in those com
ster traps- And who do you sup munities in need to provide cloth
pose threw that poor little white ing, books, teaching materials, hot
dog on the dump? Wouldn’t you lunches, health and playground
think they would have buried equipment for the purpose of guar
him?” Not very pretty sights tor anteeing to those children equality
young eyes, some of them, but of opportunity in the struggle for
meeting life’s problems and for de
rather enlightening.
Pour big loads of culch were cart, veloping to the fullest their capa
ed off to the dump that day. It cities and personalities. Organiza
was a hard days work; the labor tions and individuals become spon
ers were dead tired, wet and filthy sors of schools and provide funds
from careless people’s filth. The for the carrying out of the pro
peepers down in the swamp weren’t gram.
needed to lull any of them to slum- Maine has taken a prominent
berland that night. Gene Autry part in the work of this organiza
was forgotten, 8 o'clock was much tion. The federation puts on bundle
too late to sit up. If the pockets ol days in the schools when the' chil
the dirty dungarees left a heap dren bring good discarded clothes
on the floor were found to be which are reconditioned and sani
bulging with treasures accummula- tized in work rooms of the organi
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In the old days—the horse-drawn days lo be exact—Walter J. Fernald was chief of police One day
he and the members of his force stood in front of the City Building and had their pictures "took.” And in
this group were: Left to right. City Marshal Fernald. William Landers, Franklin Sherer, Frank Post, Frank
Leianseler and George D. (Pa) Hayden. You will note that Fernald was the only smooth-shaven man in
the group. The others wore becoming moustaches, and "Pa" llayden had a few extra whiskers thrown in.
Photo loaned by Chester Mason, a nephew of the late patrolman Charles stetson, from whose collection it was
taken.

the town went all out to lend a
hand We could not have been bet
ter treated if we had been mem
bers of the families of those who
Second, I discovered what most lent aid.
We discovered again that the
of us had forgotten in this fren
spirit
of America is unique and su
zied world: namely, that people are
wonderful and are ready to make perb. It gives one renewed faith
sacrifices to aid people in distress. in th? fundamental spirit and deep
ly religious character of America.
zation and sent to schools to clothe We were strangers in a strange
Third, the response of the people
children that would not otherwise community, and yet the people of
be able to attend school for want
of adequate clothing and shoes.
Maine has contributed liberally to
these clothing campaigns. More
over, Maine has benefited, for 13
New 25-story ratalytie
schools in Northern Maine where
cracking unit at CALSO's
there is much need have been spon
Barber, New Jersey, refinery.
sored. Letters of appreciation from
those schools attest the value of
this aid.
It was not, however, my purpose
to discuss the work of this remark
able organization, but rather to
give something of our experiences
as we have wandered about the
country.
After a time in Florida we start
ed our drive back to New York to
engage further in the work of the
Federation, before returning to
Maine for the Summer. But our
trek was halted by an automobile
accident which left me untouched,
i “
but which inflicted serious injuries
upon Mrs. Payne.
She was taken to the Roanoke
Rapids Hospital, North Carolina
where she remained for one week
and then was brought to a New
3)
York hospital whre she is now
rapidly recuperating.
■
There are three items in connecaion with this accident which are
so significant that the story is
worth telling: First, it became ne
cessary to bring Mrs. Payne to New
York because her hip was so badly
broken that it required orthopedic
surgery.
She could not be brought by train
or ambulance for obvious reasons
.
so we flew her by private ambulance
tin
plane, and five hours after she left
the hospital five hundred miles from
New York she was in the hospital
here.
This remarkable accomplishment
indicates what has taken place in
the Twentieth Century. In 1900
we would have had no plane, no

MAN'S HUMANITY TO MAN

special hospital, and thus the pa
tient would have been a cripple all
her life. With all its evils this is
still a wonderful world.

Discovered By E. George Payne, Cushing Sum
mer Resident, After Wife’s Accident

From the Office of Margaret Chase Smith
ple who make up our country, than
the people who elect our public
officials or the people who just
won’t take the time and effort to
vote. That means you and me as
individuals who make up our great
country.
March was also the month that
the greatest show in history came
to an end—the hearings of the
Senate Crime Investigating Com
mittee. I doubt if any committee in
Congress has ever captured the
American Public in such a sweep
ing manner or ever so fired the
confidence, imagination and ad
miration of the citizens of this
I wrote in my syndicated col
umn on May 1, 1950 the following:
of our home community in Knox
"The most reassuring aspect at
County is again something that not present as to the good intentions
only cheers the heart, but illus and fearless independence of this
trates the fundamental humanity Senate investigation is the head
of neighbors and friends.
of the committee—Senator Estes
Not only the immediate commun Kefauver of Tennessee. He not only
ity but persons little known have enjoys the highest respect and
expressed sympathy, understanding confidnce of the public, but he
and proffers of help. Thus whether himself beat the big city machines
in Maine or North Carolina we in 1948 to win Demorcratic nom
have learned agaia of man’s hu ination for the Senate. He and I
manity to man.
have more than one thing in com
This story to me has greater sig mon. One of those things is that
nificance than the help that it has both of us were subjected to polit
been to us in a trying ordeal. It ical smears of the same character
has made clear again the reasons in our primary campaigns in 1948
for our greatness as a nation and My reply to the smear in Mame
it guarantees that this same spirit, was so effective that he used it
the spirit of brotherhood, of Chris with success in Tennessee.
tianity, and of democracy will ulti"Estes Kefauver will operate the
mately transform the world.
investigation quietly but fearlessly
E. George Payne He won't issue headlines until he
The past month of March 1951
may well go down in history as the
month when America started to
search its conscience and recog
nize the new low to which public
morality in this country had fall
en. But in the ugly, sordid p«cture
of racketeers and mink coats in
unethical and illegal influence in
the Government operations exposed
by the committees of the Senate
there may be the ending of an era
of sophistry and callous disregard
of morals and the beginning of an
awakening and a growing realiza
tion that the morality of our coun
try and our Government is no
worse and no better than the peo-

has the facts and the evidence to
back up those headlines. He is not
beholden to city political machine
bosses because they fought him m
1948. He neither smears nor white
washes. And the results of the
Senate investigation may put him
on the Democratic national ticket
for President or Vice President in
1962.”
Thus far. Senator Estes Kefauver
has borne out my prediction and
my appraisal. His committee has
produced results that more than
justify the faith that I expressed
in it a year ago.
I also take some pride in the
fact that I was greatly responsible
for the appointment of George B.
Robinson of Winn, Me., as the top
Associate Counsel of the Commit
tee The Republican members of the
Committee were given the right
to name the No. 2 Counsel of the
Committee the lawyer second only
to Mr Halley, the Chief Counsel of
the Committee. I recommended the
appointment of George Robinson to
Senator Charles Tobey, the rank
ing Republican member of the
committee. I vouched for him and
his ability to both Senator Tobey
and Senator KefauverJMr. Robin
son’s performance after his ap
pointment reflected credit upon my
recommendation of him. Senator
Lucas himself blames Senator Ke
fauver and George Robinson for
his defeat because of the expose of
the gambling activities of the Dem
ocratic Sheriff of Cook County—
which Senator Lucas had no con
nection whatsoever with but which
was such bad publicity for the
Democratic ticket in Illinois that
it caused the defeat of the ticket.
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••from the world’s
newest and most modern refinery comes
an even greater CALSO gasoline...
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The giant new CALSO refinery at Barber, New Jereey, is now in

operation. Designed by the best engineering brains in the country,

it marks an important step in CALSO’s forward-looking program,
and brings the investment in plant, tankers, ocean terminals and
equipment to over $100,000,000.
Into the construction of this completely modem, completely
integrated refining plant have gone the technical skill and resources
of one of the world’s greatest oil-producing and research organiza

tions. Built to meet the rapidly mounting demand for CARSO

Gasoline, the refinery brings to motorists of the eastern states a

Among all standard classification cars entered in 1951 Mobilgas Economy Ran..,

superior balanced motor fuel—the NEW CALSO.
Next time you’re out driving, stop in at the familiar big red sign.

STUOIBAKIRS
“THRIFTY THRCC

Get a tankful of the NEW CALSO. See for yourself what top per

formance can mean in your car—in easier starting, faster pick-up,
more steady power, longer mileage. Discover why CALSO is tbs

New Big Name in gasoline!
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All three Studebakers had overdrive, optional at extra cost

rtooucn or
THi CALIFORNIA Ol OOH

Trim, sleek and beautifully flight-streamed, all the new

1951 Studebakers have the right

IradsiarW "CALSO* otf «|

build for real thrift.

WlltaLOO.

Come in. See why Studebaker designing saves gasoline.

ROCKLAND MOTOR COMPANY
245 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. MAINE

TELEPHONE 920

Distributed by

MARITIME OIL COMPANY, Rockland, Maine
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